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Strike looks favorable
decision nears
Beverly Me Hugh of the student teaching office casts her ballot over strike authorization 
while Barbara Chasm, an assistant professor, looks on.
AFT
by Carolyn Newman
The American Federation of 
Teachers (A F T) at all the state 
colleges voted this week to 
determine whether or not they 
would strike.
“If we go out it will be 
longer than last time,” James 
kecnen, the president of the 
local at M SC, said. The last 
strike, which occurred two 
years ago, lasted one day.
“If (the vote) does not fix a 
date,” keenen said, “ it gives 
authority to the leadership to 
set a date.”
Out of the 589 who arc- 
eligible to ’ vote, keenen 
estimated that roughly 50 
percent had voted.
M ic h e lle  C r o d n e r ,  a 
nutrition adjunct at M SC has 
mixed feelings about a possible- 
strike. “ 1 don’t really know 
what’s going on, but I know 
that 1 would support the strike, 
if there is one. Last year when 
the adjuncts supported the 
studenr strike, we were docked 
pay, so I expect the same thing 
to happen in this situation." 
Adjuncts are not members of 
the A F T  and will not be voting 
on the strike authorization.
keenen said that some of the 
key issues which the union is 
negotiating for include: a 16 
percent increase for each of the 
two years of the two year 
contracts; a salary tied to the 
cost of living index; funding 
for 10 percent promotions
□
every year fully funded bv the 
state; the elimination of the 
promotion cap, which means 
that currently no college may 
have more than 55 percent of 
its faculty as cither full or 
associate  p ro fesso rs; „and 
reinstitution of pay increments 
to their salaries, along with 
adding a ninth and 10th step to 
each year of the two year 
contracts.
keenen said that no date 
would be set unless they had 
the support of the faculty. He 
added that this year was 
somewhat different from the ._ 
past in that they had no idea of y 
when the faculty would strike jS 
if they were in agreement, c 
H ow ever, the tw o year £  
contract expires in |unc. -y
“ We’re desperately trying to ’> 
catch up with the erosion of our q  
incomes over the years,” ^  
keenen said.
Dr. Virginia Lilas of the B  
science department holds a j5 
different view, “ I wouldn’t Q- 
supporr a strike, strictly for 
moral reasons. I think that 
there are other methods 
available to achieve the same- 
ends. The students should not 
be affected, they paid their 
tuition to get an education and 
it’s not professional to go out 
on strike."
“ All "state campuses arc 
voting two days sometime this 
week,” keenen said. M SC ’s 
b a rg a in in g  u n it, w hich  
includes faculty, nontcaching
professionals, and library aides 
voted Tuesday and yesterday 
in the Student Center.
keenen said that the votes 
would be tabulated tomorrow 
night at the meeting of the 
Council of New Jersey State- 
college locals. The meeting 
will be at the Labor Center at
by Donna Cullen
Flections for the SC A  
executive board arc- drawing 
near. Petitions for the positions 
o f S C A  presid ent, vice- 
president, secretary, treasurer, 
and b o a rd  o f  t r u s te e s  
rep resen tativ e  went out 
yesterday and will be available- 
in the S( ¡A Office for the next 
two weeks.
’ According to Beth Mc- 
Neilly a member of the 
(iovernment and .Administra­
tion Committee, a standing 
committee of the SO A, any 
SCiA fee-paying undergradu­
ate with at least a sophomore- 
status anda2.5 grade average-is 
eligible to run tor any position, 
with the-exception of.secretary. 
A freshman who meets all of 
the other requirements can run 
for secretary»
“ 1 hope students will be 
more interested this year to 
read about and listen to tlie- 
candidates and decide who w ill 
best represent them. The
Rutgers University, New 
Brunswick.
keenen said that bargaining 
has been going on for the- past 
four and one-half months and 
that nothing has happened, 
“ The state is not engaged in 
serious bargaining, they're 
w-aiting for the last minute."
executive board is spending 
their money. They have a right 
to question and know where 
it’s going," she concluded.
McNcilly said usually less 
than 20 percent of the students 
vote. “ Maybe students don’t 
understand the connection 
between SC ì A elections and tlie- 
money they pay," she said. 
“ Voting does mean a lor 
because the personalities of tlie- 
people they pick reflect the 
atritudeof tiie board and dictate 
their actions for the whole- 
year. The personalities of those 
elected  also affects the 
ad m in is tra tio n ’s view of 
students," she added.
Members of the executive- 
board havespecific responsibil­
ities within the SCÌA. 1 he 
president serves as official head 
o f the corporation; vice- 
president acts as liaison 
lift ween the legislature and 
executive board ami conducts 
SCÌA m eetings; treasurer 
disburses funds to Class 1 
O rg a n iz a tio n s  and puts
“ I think that th e y ’ve 
c a r e fu l ly  th o u g h t  th is  
through," Beverly Slilamp, a 
senior Fnglish major, said 
supportivcly, “Besides, the 
teachers supported the-students 
last year when we were on 
strike.”
to g e th e r  th e ir  b u d g ets; 
secretary assists the treasurer 
with Class I budgets and keeps 
all records of the SC A ; and 
representative to the trustees 
gives student ¡input at the 
trustees’ meetings.
Students wishing to run 
must return their petitions w ith 
150 signatures by noon on 
Friday! April 24. Campaign­
ing will begin the same day at 2 
pm.
McNcilly said she expects 
more Conservative philoso­
phies by this year's candidates. 
“ They w ill be fisca lly  
conservative, trying to work 
within the budget and to cut 
costs.” Their philosophies will 
reflect the tigh t m oney 
situation in the country, slit- 
added.
The actual elections will take 
place m the Student Center 
lobby May 2-6. All under­
graduates who have paid their 
SC A  fees are eligible to vote. 
They must present their 
cont. on p .2
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Pro sports:
Is it work or 
play for 
Chris
Chambliss?
An inside 
look of the
County
Courthouse
And they're
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Petitions out
by Karen Meyer
The Palestine Liberation 
O r g a n i z a t i o n ’ s ( P L O )  
upcoming lecture on campus in 
May fell under question by the 
S (iA  legislature yesterday.
I'he lecture, which is set for 
May 5, is sponsored by the 
political science club, a ('¡ass II 
Organization of the S( ¡ A.
Legislator Meryl Yourish 
brought up whether or nor the 
S (i A should draft a resolution 
which would withold approval 
of the function. The proposed 
resolution failed, but nor before 
the legislature debated the issue 
for over an hour.
Yourish, who first spoke 
against the P L O ’s making an 
appearance on campus, stated 
that the campus “shouldn’t 
sponsor a terrorist organiza­
tion."
Mike Sinatra, vice president 
of the political science club, 
said that the PI A) is coming to 
speak at M SC because the club 
felt they had the responsibility 
to present M SC students with 
the view point of the PLO , 
citing that many students are 
unaware o f what the situation 
is. “Freedom o f speech (is) for 
all people, no matter who they 
are.”
Legislator Dennis Bloshuk 
echoed S in atra’s reasons, 
saying that because the PLO  is
allowed on campus, doesn t 
automatically make everyone 
pro PLO .
Apart from the question of 
free speech, the question of 
campus security was raised by 
those opposed to the function.
I'he P L O ’s presence on 
campus could conceivably 
increase security problems, and 
th e re  w ere  th o se  w ho 
questioned whether or not the 
campus police would be able to 
handle possible disturbances 
by anti PLO factions. The 
campus police are currently 
unarmed.
Peter Piszczatoski, president 
of the club, answered the 
security question by saying 
that the club would offer 
tickets to students for the first 
week, before opening up the 
lecture to outsiders, which 
w o u ld  in c lu d e  fa c u lty  
members.
Legislator Paul Gcrbino 
added that the UN security 
force would advise the campus 
police about situations that 
could possibly arise. Other 
members of the club added that 
they would not endanger the 
lives o f the students. “ If things 
get out of hand,” said one 
member, “we’re going to 
cancel. We’re no fools.”
B u d g e ts  fo r C la s s  I 
Organizations also came under
review in yesterday’s meeting. 
One of the budgets which was 
hotlv contested was the Black 
Student Cooperative Union 
(BSC U ). The organization, 
which had its budget cut by
S3,000 last semester, was up 
for a budget of $22,900 for the 
’K1 - ’82 academic year, with a 
decrease of S I 40.
Michael Smith, president of 
BSC U , was particularly upset 
about the cuts in Kitabu, the 
student reference library for 
African studies, and Strive, the 
magazine that BSCU  publish­
es. The Kitabu budget, which 
aids in the purchasing of books 
which arc generally out of 
print, was cut from S 1,400 to 
S 1 ,()00.S/rive’s budget was cut 
from S640 to S500. Smith said 
that these services arcuniqucto 
MSC.
The S (ìA  amended the 
budget and B SC U ’s budget 
was decreased by $200.
In other legislative action, 
the charters for Quarterly, a 
literary publication, and Class I 
Concerts were tabled. The 
M m ud ari on was granted its 
Class I Charter. I lie charters 
will come up again after spring 
break.
The industrial arts club was 
given a Class II Charter and the 
Montclair Protestant Founda­
tion was granted a Class IV  
charter.
cont. from p.1
student ID card and sign the 
voting register.
SC  A legislative elections 
will follow those of the 
c x e c u r iv c  b o a r d . F lic  
committee has set tentative 
dares regarding legislative 
elections.
A ll le g is la to rs  cit her 
represent specific departments 
or schools on campus. Students 
w ishing to run for the 
legislature can pick up petitions
from the SG A  Office on May 
7. Any SG A  fee-paying 
undergraduate with a 2.0 
average is eligible to run. The 
petitions must be signed by 25 
students of the particular 
department.
Petitions have tentatively 
been set to be returned by 4 
pm, May 11.
Voting will take place from 
Mav 12-I5.
Nature is in
I'he conservation club, a 
Class II Organization of the 
SCÌA, has scnedulcd April 23 
as the day for M S C ’s 
celebration of Farth Week, 
Rich Schiafo, the vice president 
of the club and coordinator of 
the program, said.
“We’re trying to increase 
everyone’s awareness of the 
environment, and to spark their 
interest and appreciation of 
nature,” Deanna Baron, a club 
member, said.
Baron said that this year’s 
events differ from the past in 
that a lor of events arc 
scheduled outside on the mall 
in addition to the Student 
Center Ballrooms. “For the 
first time we’ll be having 
music, free natural ‘munchies,’ 
trail mixes, fruit and freshly 
squeezed O J,” she added
enthusiastically.
Films on endangered species, 
an antinuke slide presentation, 
and guest speakers from the 
Audobon Society and the 
department of environmental 
protection (D FP ), division of 
water resources aresom cofthe 
featured events o f the day.
“ There will be tables with 
literature. I KB is helping us 
with plant sales, and I -shirts, 
burtons and bumper stickers 
will also be on sale,” Baron 
said.
“Farth Day is a day of 
rejoicing and celebrating in t he 
beauty of the earth,” she said.
Baron said that the one 
request the club had of the 
students was to bring in 
aluminum cans or glass bottles 
for recycling. “ In this way 
everyone can participate.”
¡ALE TODAY!
IE STUDENT CENTER LOBBY 
4 PER MSC ID.
TO THE LEFT OF THE INFORMATION DESK. 
TECHNICAL DIFFICULTIES
Hea tin g  w il l  b e  p r o v id ed .
AREA WILL NOT BE AVAILABLE*
plus special auests
Class One Concerts is a Class One Organization o f  Your S lid .  
"Students Servin,g Students "
T te  Äwsrag® Bmé
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Ei Salvador: an inside look
by Mary Ann D'Urso
William Ford, the brother of 
one of the four missionaries 
shot in FI Salvador, charged 
.Monday that the governments 
of the US and FI Salvador are 
responsible for the lack of 
investigation into the deaths.
“ I believe what happened to 
the nuns and to the thousands 
of people in FI Salvador was 
done as an act of complicity 
with the government of FI 
Salvador," Ford said at a forum 
on Latin America held in the 
Student Center Ballrooms.
Sister Ira Ford arrived in FI 
Salvador .March 25, 1980—the 
day A r c h b is h o p  O s c a r  
Arnulfo Romero was killed.
1 lie human rights advocate 
was a s s a s s in a te  d w h i I c 
celebrating mass.
Ford’s family later received 
word that she had been “Shot 
in the back o f the head, about 
12 to 18 inches away.”
Sister Ford ran a refugee 
camp for those who fled the 
cities. In tapes she sent her 
family, she, according to her 
brother, said “Helicopters 
(made in the U S) swept 
villages, and machine gunned 
anyone.” fo rd  added that 
natives who ran to the hills tor 
safety were labeled “guer­
rillas” by the Salvador an 
government.
“ In my opinion there has 
been no investigation into the 
deaths of these women,” Ford 
said in reference to the 
execution of the missionaries. 
“What happened there is a 
perversion of our own ideals,” 
he added.
“They found 18 sets ol 
finger prints on the van my 
sister was in and they have the 
name of 75 to 80 national 
guards who were in the area at 
the time. As of yet they have 
not matched the names to the 
prints," Ford said. He added 
that to the best of his 
knowledge, the Salvadoran 
government had made no move 
to  a s c e r ta in  w ho was 
responsible for the shootings.
F o r d , a re s id e n t  o f  
M o n tc la ir , said that on 
December 22, 1980 he had a 
meeting with F.dmund Muskie, 
former secretary of state, and 
other state department officials. 
“ My family was assured that 
our government was very 
concerned; we were assured 
that an investigation would be 
conducted, and we were 
assured that aid to FI Salvador 
would nor be continued until a 
satisfactory answer to the
deaths was given,” he said 
disgustedly.
I he day long program 
evoked despair over the 
R e a g a n ad in i n i s t r at i on ’ s 
support of the Salvadoran 
government.
“ .T h e  ch an g e  o f o u r 
g o v e rn m e n t b ro u g h t a 
deliberate end to the support of 
human rights. 1 think we 
should redefine our attitudes 
toward human rights and 
where we stand as a people in 
relation to what is going on," 
l)r. Herbert Klein, a professor 
of h istory  at C olu m bia  
University, said.
“ Flic lesson of Vietnam has 
not taught a n y th in g  to 
Washington,” Dr. Arnaldo 
Ramos, a spokesperson for the 
D em ocratic Revolutionary 
f ront of FI Salvador, said.
“ Males between 12 and 18 
years of age must carry ID 
cards. I he card is issued by the 
government. If a national 
guard stops a youth w ithout a 
card, lie could possibly be 
killed,” he stated.
I he law was introduced last ANewsweek  photographer was shot by guerilla snipers as a 
w eek by Jo se  N apoleon Times photographer helps him.
Duarte, the first civilian 
president of FI Salvador since
1952.
M SC scholar to study in Wales
by Darrell Nitti
Not one student from Yale 
received a Marshall scholarship 
this year, but William Kaufman 
of MSC ranked as oncout of 30 
people in the country to be 
granted the award. T h e  
Fnglish/history major was the 
only student in the NJ state 
college system to win it, 
according to the Chronicle o f  
Higher Education.
A c c o rd in g  to  B r it is h  
Information Services the basic 
requirements for applicants is a 
3.7 grade point average. 
Candidates must demonstrate 
an exceptional intellect and 
character and the the capacity 
to participate actively in the 
affairs of any United Kingdom 
university they will attend.
I his reinforces the Review 
Committee’s firm ideal “that 
they have the potential to make 
a worthwhile contribution to 
the community, both in Britain 
and in America.”
Kaufman originally went to 
the Office of Graduate Studies 
to apply for a Fulbright award. 
However, Dr. Carol Jean 
Fhlers, dean of the program, 
convinced him to apply for the 
Marshall award also because he 
fit the requirements “to a tec.”
Fhlers said that the award is 
one o f  th e  fou r m ost 
prestigious and scholastically 
nigh scholarships for an 
undergraduate in the country, 
along w'ith the Rhodes, 
Fulbright, and Garden State 
Awards. Like the Rhodes, you 
don’t have to major or 
specialize in any one area to get 
it. As w ith  all higher 
scholarships, a balance betw'cen 
academics and extracurricular 
activities must be evident.
Kaufman noted, however, that 
the study has to pertain to 
Britain in some w'ay.
He said that he applied for 
the scholarship as an at-large 
candidate because of the special 
nature of his topic. He stated 
that the award was stressing an 
US 'Welsh connection and he 
specifically asked to do his 
research in Wales. He will be 
studying at the University of 
Wales in Aberystwyth.
He stressed the fact that he’s
by Stephen McLean
Amended senate Bill 1602, 
which w'ould provide financial 
support for the ailing NJ 
School of Conservation at 
Stokes State Forest, as well as 
p l a c i n g  it u n d e r  th e  
management of M SC’s board 
o f  tru stees, is aw'aiting 
concurrence in the Senate.
I he bill would then be sent 
to Gov. Brendan I . Byrne for 
approval.
John Kirk, director of the 
school, said the school of 
conservation, w'hich is under 
control of the division of parks, 
forestry, and recreation, has 
been operating with a deficit 
for the past seven years. This 
year, he said, the school wdll 
take in about 5426,000, but 
will spend about $516,000. 
This would mean a deficit of
590,000 or about 20 percent of 
their operating cost.
The original bill, introduced 
by Sen. Wayne Dumont 
( R 1 5 ) ,  w o u ld  p ro v id e  
additional funding to M SC, to 
be used to maintain the school
doing W elsh 7 U S studies, 
which could even be more so 
considered US studies. He 
would liketo apply his findings 
of how' the US, as a super 
pow'er, affects Wales to history 
in general as a US historian.
His interest in Furopean 
studies was sparked by being 
“ introduced to the whole 
Celtic world, first hand.” He 
said he w'as impressed by the 
h i s t o r y - - “ H is to ry  th a t ’ s 
centuries old when America is
of conservation. The bill 
proposes that the money 
would be given to the M SC 
trustees by the state board of 
higher education. The trustees 
would then be responsible for 
maintaining the school with 
these funds as well as money 
raised through tuition.
The bill passed the senate on 
Feb. 9 by a vote of 31-0, Kirk 
said. He said a companion bill, 
introduced by Assm. Robert 
Littell ( R -15 ), passed the 
assembly by a 72-0 vote. The 
assem bly bill was later 
combined w ith thé senate bill, 
he added. Ihe combined 
legislation is now awaiting a 
vote in the senate.
During its earlier years in 
operation, the school ran solely 
on tuition paid by participants 
in programs offered by the 
school. However, these fees 
haven’t been raised for over 10 
years because, Kirk says, that 
“ would eliminate many urban 
and rural school children who 
benefit considerably from the 
program.” Up to 1975 deficit 
spending w'as made up by a
still a baby.” However, he said 
originally his interest in Wales 
came from a desire to learn 
about US folk music by tracing 
its history and roots. He noted 
that this music is based on the 
music that was brought overto 
the US by the British settlers.
As a Marshall scholar he will 
receive a complete grant 
package that will pay for his 
entire education at Wales. It 
will pay for his transportation
550,000 state subsidy. Since 
1975 the state stopped aiding 
the school, and MSG had to 
divert Finds from other areas to 
keep the school open, Kirk
over there, full tuition fees, 
room and board, free medical 
care, and a monthly living 
expense of 100 pounds, which 
is about 5225. Kaufman 
estim ated that his entire 
scholarship package which is 
offered for two years will cost 
over 520,000.
■ T he award was founded by 
the British government in 
appreciation for US aid triven 
cont. on p .4  - A
said.
If approved by the governor 
the bill would go into effect 
immediately after acceptance.
Trial begins
The trial for alleged rapist 
Hczekiah Matthew's began 
today in Passaic County 
C o u r t ,  O f f i c e r  D e b b ie  
New combe of the campus 
police, said.
“Matthews is being tried for 
aggravated sexual assault, 
kidnapping, and robbery,” 
N cw eom be, the arresting 
officer, said.
Matthews allegedly assault­
ed a female MSC student at the 
c lo s e , o f  last se m e ster. 
Matthews, who was not an 
M SC student, had been living 
at the Children’s Residential 
('enter, Cedar (¡rove, prior to 
his arrest.
I he center is for emotionally 
disturlied teenagers approxi­
mately lietwcen 13 and 18
years of age, a youth worker at 
the home said.
M a 11 h c w s h a d b c e n 
employed last semester by 
Cuisine Ltd., the food service 
at M SC, prior to his arrest.
Ncweombe said that the jury 
would Ik- picked tomorrow 
anti that testim on y  was 
expected to begin shortly 
thereafter. She said that she 
would be on standby to testify 
for the next three weeks.
Ncweombe has been trained 
in sexual assault cases.
Matthews is currently living 
held in the Passaic County Jail.
Matthew's had been away 
without official leave on the 
night of the alleged assault. He 
had no previous record.
Stokes awaits funding
4. I lie Montda'rion U n ir , , A pril 9, 1981.
PR chief involved
by M ery l Yourish
“ I’ve always been involved 
in S ( iA ,” Sonjui I.al, director 
of publie relations, stated, “ I 
want to be where the decision 
making is.”
I lie junior political science 
major is a vocal and active SC ¡A 
advocate. M SC’s Soirit Week 
was coordinated by Lai and the 
public relations committee.
Lai is also responsible for 
introducing the words “ is a 
('lass Organization of the 
SC ¡A ” on all chartered  
o rg a n iz a tio n s ’ lite ra tu re , 
material, and advertising.
“ I "a n t the students to 
realize exactly how much the 
SC IA is responsible for," Lai 
said, “ It’s more than just the 
legislature and the cabinet.”
I.al said that she sees the 
public relations committee as
“more than an advertising 
committee.” She added, “ I 
interpret it as public relations— 
you create an image and 
promote it.”
An example of this, shesaid, 
is shown by the amount of 
correspondence that went out 
of the SCÌA Office this vear. 
“ A lor of it was simply Thank 
You notes. Just taking time to 
express your appreciation to 
people who have helped you 
makes a great difference,” Lai 
said.
Commenting on her job so 
far, Lai said, “ I think I've done 
well, but I’ll never be satisfied. 
I’ll alwa\s'-think I could have 
spent a little more time. 
l ' tifo rruiv.it civ, I have no 
control over the fact that there 
are only 24 hours in a day,” she 
laughed.
I his is I .al’s third year in the 
SC ¡ A, two of which were spent 
as a legislator. She has also been 
involved in Players as business 
m an ag er, tre a s u re r , and 
producer.
I all, a narivcof India, expects 
to become a naturalized US* 
citizen within six months. She 
came to the US with her family 
"  lien she was nine years old. 
Lai explained that her family 
moved for several reasons 
in c lu d in g  her f a t h e r ’ s 
dissatisfaction with the class 
system in India, and his dislike 
of the mandatory retirement 
age of 55.
I.al intends to devote her 
senior year to the SC i A. “When 
I start something, I usually put 
everything I have into it,” she 
said firmlv.
Naples proud o f M SC
You Can Still Make 
A Difference
While careers in public service may not be as fashionable 
as they were a decade ago, such careers can be very 
rewarding and personally satisfying.
After just three months of intensive training at The Institute 
for Paralegal Training, you will be prepared to work in govern­
ment agencies, public service organizations and law firms as 
a Legal Assistant in the fields of Administrative and Public 
Law or Criminal Law. You will do work traditionally performed 
by attorneys. You will work in the dynamic field of govern­
ment legislation and regulation and be involved in such areas 
as: Environmental Law, Food Drug and Health Law, Criminal 
Justice, Equal Opportunity, Welfare, Energy, and Product 
Safety Law.
Furthermore, you will earn graduate credit towards a 
Master of Arts in Legal Studies through Antioch School of 
Law for all course work completed at The Institute.
We are the nation’s first and most respected school for 
paralegal training, and since 1970, have trained more than 
4,000 college graduates from across the country.
If you are a senior of high academic standing and looking 
for a meaningful career, contact your Placement Office for an 
interview with our representative.
We will visit your campus on: APRIL 22, 1981
“ If college isn’t fun, why 
bother going?” Ron Naples, 
vice president of welfare and 
internal affairs of the SC ¡A, 
said. Naples is proud of MSC', 
and was one of the creators of 
last month’s Spirit Week. “It’s 
simply a matter of college 
pride,” Naples said.
Naples considers himself a 
student advocate. He and the 
welfare and internal affairs 
committee initiated having 
students play a bigger part in 
g r a d u a tio n  c c r e m o n i e s , 
including another student 
speaker and a singer.
“ The stu d e n t is m y 
responsibility,” Naples said. 
H e ex p la in e d  th a t the 
com m ittee  “ encom passes 
everything students have to do 
while they’re on this campus.” 
Naples views himself a liaison 
to the administration regarding 
student complaints.
“ I also look at myself as 
someone who has to know 
everything and at least be able 
to tell a student who to go to if I
can’t help him,” Naples said.
He added, “I will admit (and 
I hate to) that I don’t know 
everything.”
Naples thinks that he has 
been doing an “active” job. “ I 
don’t do anything halfway. If I 
can’t do it well, I won’t do it at
an.”
The senior speech and 
theater political science major 
thinks it is relatively simple to 
instill more spirit and pride into 
MSC. “Do you realize that 
you can motivate students just 
by showing an interest in 
something?” Naples asked. “ If 
I’m doing it, they can do it. If 
students see someone take an 
active interest, they will follow 
that example.”
Naples said that he got 
involved in SC!A because he 
was “politically active in high 
school and wanted to continue 
it here.
“ I like to know what’s going 
on,” he stated.
Another of Naples’ duties is
being liaison between the SC i A 
administrative branch and the 
SCI A class organizations.
Naples was president of 
Players for a year and a half, 
business manager for one year, 
and producer of five major 
productions, including last 
year’s Man o f  La Mancha. He 
also played the role of 
Pscudolus in A Funny 'Filing 
Happened On the 11 'ay to the 
Forum in 1979.
Naples said that if he could 
change anything he would 
make it easier for students to 
program special things, like 
beer nights in the Rathskeller 
or anything else within reason.
“I love MSC', I really do. I 
think the education I received is 
the best in the state—including 
Rutgers.”
—M eryl i ourish
This concludes the series o f  
SO A cabinet members. SO A 
campaigning and elections begin 
next week.
MSC Marshall winner
cont. from p.3
to Europe under the Marshall 
Plan. 11 is open to students who 
receive permission to study in 
Britain after achieving a L'S 
degree.
He firmly maintained that 
his e d u ca tio n  at M SC' 
adequately prepared him for 
qualifying for the award, 
despite the fact that he 
competed with mostly scholars 
from Ivy League colleges. He 
said, “M y whole opinion is 
that you get out of an education 
what you put into it. It’s the 
students who have to have the 
interest, and if they have the 
interest they could make it just 
as well at a place like MSC as at 
Harvard.” His average is 
currently 3 .8 1.
He attributes much of his 
success in receiving the award 
to the faculty mem Iters who 
lended support and guidance ro
his efforts in applying for the 
scholarship.
After he applied in October 
he received 'notification in 
D ecem ber to attend  an 
in terv iew  at the B ritish  
Embassy in W ashington "'here 
he talked about everything 
“from W ales to rock ‘n’ roll.”
I he decision was then made by 
the Marshall Aid Commemor­
ation Commission in London.
After he received notifica­
tion his most profound reaction 
xvas relief. “Tor one thing at 
least I know I ’ll be off the 
unemployment line for the 
next two years.” He said that 
he knew that he “probably” 
w anted to go on for a higher 
degree but there was“no chance 
in hell” he could have afforded 
it on his own.
After he gets his masters 
degree he said he would like to
go on to earn a doctorate and 
r r y t e a c h i n g  c o l i c  g e , 
particularly US studies. In this 
way he could combine his two 
favorite subjects, English and 
history. He said enthusiastic­
ally, “ I lovethe whole setting—
I love the imparting of 
knowledge. It's nurturing; it’s 
civilized—as you’re teaching 
you’re also learning a hell o f a 
lot yourself.”
Outside of teaching he said 
he could also utilize his skills in 
applied history—“where a 
historian is utilized to find our 
something as it pertains to 
today’s problems.” He said, 
however, that his first love is 
English literature and writing. 
He said that this puts him a 
good standing for journalism— 
perhaps in v e stig a tiv e  or 
historical reporting.
The
Institute
for
Paralegal
Training
235 South 17th Street 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103 
(215) 732-6600
(Operated by Para-Legal, Inc )
Approved by The American Bar Association
Programs Earn Full Credit Toward M.A. in Legal Studies 
through Antioch School of Law.
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People get their hands on it and 
forget Irs my pen. So I don't get no respect! I don't make out any better 
with my Pilot Razor Point. It writes whip-cream smooth 
with an extra fine line, its metal collar helps keep 
the point from going squ lsh-so  people 
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of Spring!
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-Spring is a time of renewal- 
help renew someone1s chance 
----------------- for life------------------
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The life you save
may be your own.
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LA TIN WEEK 1981!
Mon
APRIL. 20
Inner City Ensemble in "Passages 
Theater and Dance Concert, Memorial Auditorium]
FREE ADM ISSION. 8 PM.
Tues.
APRIL. 21
Latin-Jazz Jam Session, Featuring 
Mitch Frohman, and The New York-Salsa All Stars 
Ampitheater, 12-3 PM. FREE ADM ISSION.
Wed.
APRIL. 22
Movie "FAME" Calcia Auditorium$ 1.50 w/o ID 7 and9 pm $1. w/student ID
Thur.
APRIL. 23 ^
"PACO" of WKTU speaking on "Hispanics 
in the Broadcastong Medium"
9 PM. FREE ADM ISSION Ballrooms A&B
Fri.
APRIL. 24 ^
Sat
APRIL. 25
( t e n t a t i v e) Dinner at Victor's Cafe, NYC.
And a Latin American Theater and Dance Sho 
TICKETS SOLD IN L A  s o  OFFICE
Start i ng  4/21 to 4 / 24
Latin Disco Spring Dance
Featuring Luis "Perico" Ortiz, and DJ. Ace.
Student Center Ballrooms, 8-1:30 AM.
$2. WITH M S C  ID IN A D V A N C E  
$3. W I T H O U T  ID IN A D V A N C E  
$4. A T  T H E  DOOR.
8-1:30 AM.
LASO is a Class. One Organization of your SGA. 
"Students Serving Students\
rights too
I here has been considerable controversy over whether or not 
to allow the Palestine Liberation Organization (F L O ) to come 
and speak at the ,\1SC campus on l ues.. May 5.
The forum, which is to be sponsored by the political science 
club, has already sparked some controversy from a small and 
short sighted minority. This minority claims that since the F IX ) 
is a terrorist organization, it should not be allowed on campus to 
espouse their views.
Although this minority is right in their above accusation 
against the F IX ), this does not give them the right to censor a 
group from expressing their viewpoint, which may not only be 
informative to students, bur is guaranteed under the first 
amendment of the Constitution.
Don't you think it is hypocritical on one hand to say how great 
.the US is for all the freedoms we allow, while at the same time 
refusing to allow a certain organization their rights on the 
grounds of one’s own beliefs and prejudices?
Another criticism is that the F IX ) is not recognized by the UN, 
and that if allowed on campus, we will be supporting an 
organization the promotes violence and anti-Semitism.
Our only response to this statement is: ridiculous! Just because 
a group of students wish to get a certain organization’s viewpoint, 
ro pernaps stir up some student interest, and spark academic 
stimulation, it docs not mean that those students support this 
group. This is as if to say that all M SC students arc pro- 
Communist on the grounds that a Soviet delegate was allowed to 
speak here last week.
One of the organizations that is against the F IX ) coming to 
MSC' is the Jewish Student Union (JSU ). All we can ask is how 
they can criticize the F IX ) for terrorist acts while justifying the 
acts of an equally violent and racist organization such as the 
Jewish Defense League?
Before condemning this organization, from only what wchave 
heard, or read in the newspapers, give them a chance and let them 
speak. After all, one of the main principles on which this country 
was founded, was man's freedom to voice his opinion, although it 
was not always agreed upon by others.
MSC', lay aside your biases, fears, and prejudices and perhaps 
you may find something that may benefit the student body in an 
area of study with which we are unfamiliar—life!
Con gratulations
The Montclarion staff would like to extend congratulations 
and best wishes to William Kaufman, MSC' student who received 
the Marshall scholarship, one of the most prestigious awards for 
undergraduates in the country.
Get well soon
We are praying for the speedy recovery of Little Falls police 
chief, John Suchorskv, who was gunned down off-duty on 
Tuesday. Suchorskv was attempting to stop a bank robbery. I Ic 
is in stable condition at The Mountainside 1 lospital in Montclair.
T H E
M O N T C L A R I O N  f x--------
The Montclarion is a Class> One Organization o f  ll/e SO  A .
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Don't play games
I L  I 1 •— / \ .1 f .  I > . « I .  X *- #■ f  ,  í  1 1 r IX  J v 1 ,1  í  i ~ .  IA     V -   L  • • • . .  n  .• -  . « I l  L  . i  i l .  ■ ■ t , , a .There arc a lot of sick people 
loose in this world.
I don’t think anyone will 
dispute that statement. John 
Hinckley and Mark David 
Chapman are both recent 
terrifying reminders of that 
fact. Nor so widely publicized 
sickies include a student 
newspaper columnist at the 
University of Pennsylvania 
who wrote, as Ronald Reagan 
lay in the hospital, “ Loo bad he 
(th e  w ould be assassin) 
missed....I hope Reagan dic$.” 
(A’ewsweek April 13, p. 60) Or, 
sad as it sounds, a group of 
seventh and eighth grade 
students who, upon hearing 
about Reagan’s wound, stood 
up and cheered.
Americans gasp and shake 
their heads in dismay at 
political assassinations in other 
“less developed” (I use the 
term lightly) countries. But in 
to d a y ’s co lleg e  student’s 
lifetime, the US has lost public 
figures in epidemic propor­
tions, and private citizens in 
tragic proportions. Several of 
you reading this have known 
someone who has been killed 
by a gun, and I fear it may have 
been someone who was closeto 
you. Several more of you 
reading this will lose someone 
close, or your own life in 
coming years, to someone 
wielding a gun..
Violent crimes with guns arc 
not just in Newark, Washing­
ton, and other cities. For 
instance, if you want to know 
what it is like to await news of a 
loved one who has been rushed 
into surgery after being shot, 
don’t go all the way to 
Washington to ask Nancy 
Reagan. C o to Little Falls and 
ask p o lice  c h ie f , Jo h n  
Suchorskv’s family how thev
DOONESBURY
felt after Suchorskv- was 
seriously wounded by an 
armed bank robber, Tuesday 
afternoon in Little Falls.
You don’t even have to go as 
far as Little Falls to find this 
kind of craziness; there are 
examples of similar mental 
deterioration here at MSC. 
What would you think if I 
asked you to play a game on 
campus where a total stranger 
received your picture, class 
schedule, and car description 
and stalked you around campus 
for a few days bent upon
at all the fun 
missing out on
been
“assassinating” you? When 
this stranger finally gets to 
you, he levels a suction cup dart 
gun at your chest and shoots 
you “dead.” Doesn’t that 
sound like a fun game? Doesn’t 
it sound like the origniator of 
this game needs a two week 
paid vacation in Overbrook?
There arc students who are 
encouraging you to join in this 
game called, Assassin. In other 
words, they are encouraging 
you to shoot your fellow 
students. I don’t know what 
the winner receives, or for that 
matter, what constitutes a 
winner. I guess the w inner is 
the last surviving student at 
MSC.
Ihe perpetrators of this 
crime, I mean game, are 
members of various SC  A 
organizations, whose flyers are 
already around. They call 
themselves “Murder Incorpo­
ra te d ” .. .  isn ’ t th a t cu te?  
Supporters of the game claim it 
has Dccome w idely popular on 
several other campuses. In fact,
I was told that at one school, 
the students are so obsessed 
with this sport, that everyone 
in the cafeteria sits with their 
backs to wall, warily eyeing 
everyone that passes by; Look
we vc-
all this time 
Aren’t you just counting the 
days until MSC becomes a 
hotbed of paranoia?
Aside from the fact that this 
is basically a ridiculous game, I 
think that starting this within a 
week after nearly losing our 
president is pretty tasteless. It 
also has the potential to be 
dangerous. What will the 
college say to the parents of a 
student who was hit in the eye 
w-ith a pop gun by mistake? 
“ Sorry Mr. and Mrs. Jones, he 
forgot to duck!”
A ny o rg an izatio n  that 
promotes a game that makes 
light of murdering people, for 
whatever reason , should be 
stopped by our SC  A. If thev 
p e rs is t , d cch a rtm e n t o f 
involved organizations would 
be in order. Do you w'anr your 
SC  A fees fx-ing used by 
students who support such 
trash as this game?
There is no joking when it 
comes to the seriousness of 
gu n -re lated  deaths. Any 
murderer, no matter what his 
or her motivation, is sick in one­
way or another. W’c should be 
trying to reduce our society’s 
poor record of violence. 
Creating an atmosphere of 
m istrust and encouraging 
people to play murderer may 
be all we need to throw another 
nut over the edge. All too soon, 
this violence for fun is going to 
erupt into violence for blood. 
You never know where 
another John Hinckley lies.
However, you may have to 
find our the hard w'ay 
someday.
A7or a DePalma is managing editor 
o f The Montclarion
by Garry Trudeau
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School policies called illogical
To the editor:
As a graduating senior, 1 realize that 
the policies and actions of this school’s 
administration will no longer affect me. 
After four years of frustration,' 
however, I feel that I finally have to 
voice my opinion.
I feel that the number one problem 
w ith th is sch o o l is il lo g ic a l 
administration policies.
For example, instead of requiring 
students to take more general education 
credits, the classes which students take 
now should be made more stringent in 
the areas that students are shown to be 
deficient in, such as grammar and 
writing skills. How many times have 
students been told, “ I don’t care about 
grammar, just content.” That is a great 
inducement for laziness, which can 
contribute to poor grammar.
Another misconception that the 
administrators labor under, is that they
think that by building more dorms and 
offices you can improve the quality of 
the school. Instead of funneling money 
into new dorms and offices, the money 
should be used to hire more teachers, 
improve and expand the curriculum, 
and purchase new lab equipment where 
needed.
In this school, over 80 percent of the 
students are commuters. A very logical 
reason for this is that most of the 
students live within easy commuting 
distance. Building new dorms is hot 
going to be much of an attractive force 
for potential students who also live 
w ithin easy commuting distance. The 
“administration should stop catering to 
the on campus minority and start 
worrying about the present and future 
day commuting majority.
Another way to improve the quality 
of this school would be to improve the 
antiquated scheduling and add drop
Catholic Critiques
Easter brings hope
by K enneth  H erbster
Another president shot; violence, 
hand guns, confusion, furor, cries lor 
laws, appeals to reason, suspicion, 
paranoia, HI Sa lv ad o r, Poland , 
Cambodia—remcmfier that? Timor 
Who? Where? Iran, Iraq, Afganistan: 
‘Wars and rumors of wars,’ nukes, MX 
missiles, Three Mile Island, draft 
registration, budget cuts, increased 
military spending, to R O T C  or nor to 
R O T C , student loans—“can I get 
mine?” A $35,000 house for only
$100 ,000 .....Add vour own to this list
of where it will all end.
The planet, unheeding, spins on, 
rotating on its axis ever so slightly each 
day so that now the sun is already there 
when the 6 am alarm goes off, lilac buds 
swell in the welcome warmth and the 
swift twilights of winter are stretched 
out as if in slow motion.
Next week, the rituals of Christ’s 
passion, His death and resurrection are 
reenacted in liturgy and sacrament. For 
almost two thousand years we have 
been reciting the Scriptures, praying, 
promising and hoping, sorrowing and 
rejoicing.
So what? Will Faster 1981 make any 
difference in that grim list above?
Maybe we should cancel it because the 
hope implicit in Faster has no place in 
the US of today? No! Thar would be 
the final item in that hopeless list. And 
f  aster cannot be canceled because it has 
already happened and no amount of 
withdrawal of recognition can alter rhar 
fact. Its hope is not ‘pic in the sky’ or 
‘head burying in the sand,’ refusing to 
face reality. Its ful filled hope shouts out 
that love does overcome hate, that life is 
stronger than death, that ( iod is faithful 
no matter how un-faith-filled we are.
For the past 10 days, editors, 
commentators, politicians, clergy per- 
sons—anyone with a pulpit—have 
decried violence and lamented over the 
seeming decadence o f our society, but 
have offered few prescriptions and most 
have already been tried and found 
wanting.
Look 10 days ahead and be hopeful. 
If ( iod sent 11 is only Son to be with us, 
then He must believe in us even if we 
cannot believe in ourselves. When the 
present seems to fall apart then hope 
becomes more essential. If we have no 
hope, if there were no Faster...but 
Faster is!
Ken ! 1er h t  er is the campus minister.
procedures. The only way to get the 
classes you need is to sneak in the back 
door and lie y our way through the 
whole procedure.
Parking, another great topic for 
aggravation, is not considered a 
problem by the administration because 
they have their own private parking 
spaces. Their answer to the parking
problem is to have the MSC Keystone 
cops hand out more tickets.
And to top it off, tuition is going up. I 
wonder if the increase could be av oided 
if all the money from parking fines 
could be used to defer someof the costs?
¡or Fr it eh 
industrial studies I VS 1
N J—we are proud
To the editor:
What’s so tunny’ about Piscaraway, 
X J? Only that 7.3 million New 
Jerseyans allow the N YC stations to 
dump on our beautiful state and convey 
a perverted image of us to the rest of the 
L S . Citizens of X J unite. We have 
nothing to lose bur our rotten image!
Recently N BC slandered my town, 
Piscaraway, on its March 7 Saturday 
S igh t L ive  broadcast. It portrayed 
Piscaraway as a chemical disaster area. 
In this period of concern tor toxic and 
hazardous ch em icals, no m ore 
emotionally charged slander could be 
possible. This is only one more in along 
series of cheap shots against our fine 
state by NY T V .
There are those among us who ask 
why our sense of humor seems so easily- 
bruised when it comes to NJ. Because it 
takes jobs away from our citizens. What 
modern industry would locate in a state 
which has the stigma of being an unsafe
place to work and live. A negative state 
image serves to devalue property, 
decrease job opportunity and persuade 
young adults to seek careers elsewhere.
Now is the rime for all citizens of XJ 
to write to the Federal Communica­
tions Commission (FC C ) to encourage 
their relocation of Channel 9 to our 
state. As long as the XN FV stations 
monopolize the airw aves and remain 
remote from the heartland of NJ, our 
state w ill continue to be maligned and 
made the subject of tasteless jokes. The 
ap p ro p ria te  address is. Federal 
( ,  o m m u n i c a t i o n s C o in m i s s i o n , 
Washington, DC! 20554.
Let’s work to communicate the true 
picture of N J—from its sandy resort 
beaches to its vast, undeveloped 
pinelands, to the mountains ranging 
through Northern and W estern NJ. We 
have a lor for which to be proud!
Boh Smith 
mayor o f  Biseat, rut ay
Old cliche overworked
To the editor:
I would like to comment on two 
points mentioned in your editorial of 
April 2, ‘ lim e for some soul.searching.’ 
f irst, in the fifth paragraph, you state, 
“ Even the con stitu tion  grants 
Americans the right to keep them 
(guns) without restrictions." Are you 
sure? The writers of the Bill o f  Bights 
seemed to have suffered from common 
affliction—talking a lot and saying very- 
little.
The second amendment says, in its 
entirety, “Right to keep and liear arms- 
-a well regulated m ilitia, being 
necessary to the security of a free state, 
the right of the people to keep and liear 
arms, shall not be infringed."
Now, is that one right or two? Is “the 
people” referring to us individually, 
saying any of us can carry a gun, or 
collectively, saying w'c have the right to
be protected by the army? Is it saying 
that Charles Wanson can have an 
arsenal the size o’f Fort l)ix  or jusr that 
Fort Di.x should have an arsenal the size 
of Charles Munson's?
In the next paragraph, you complain 
about the death of the cliche, “Guns 
don’t kill, people do," because it’s 
overworked. I have a better reason for 
its death—it’s dumb. The phrase “Cars 
don’t drive, people do,” is equivalent to 
it on several levels, including they are 
both true. Yet no man has ever won the 
Indy 500 without a car. Can you give 
an example of a jogger getting a ticket 
for exceeding the 5.3 speed limit? Half 
of all gun fatalities are caused by 
accidents, or people grabbing a gun in 
the hear of an argument. Guns kill!
fames M. Curran 
computer science IVS'd
Students speak “  What are your views on the US involvement in El Salvador? ”
“ I’m a veteran and the fact 
that we are in FI Salvador 
already is a problem. We are 
eventually going to have full 
fledged involvement there and 
a lot of lives are going to be 
wasted.”
Charles Truesdale 
food service management' 19SI
“T he fact of the matter is 
that it’s a big country going 
into a smaller country. T h at’s 
inherently wrong. I think the 
US has exploited enough third 
world countries and that Texas 
Instruments should stay in the 
U S.”
Vie key Sottile
speech and theater/19SI 
■
“ I think if we get involved, it 
will be another Vietnam and 
maybe another ’60 ’s all over 
again. If it was Iran, the people 
might support it better.”
Cindy Bink 
sociology/19HI
>. *
“ In the Vietnam war, w'e 
didn’t really know' what u'c 
were fighting for and w'e may 
end up doing the same thing in 
FI Salvador. I feel many of us 
w'ill come back confused as I 
felt in the Vietnam war. It 
would be a total disaster.”
Angel Ford 
business administration I 9S4
“ I b e lie v e  th a t th e  
government in FI Salvador 
now is basically a right-w'ing 
group who isn’t meeting the 
demands of the population. 
Our country should be sending 
food, farming equipment, and 
construction technology and 
see that it goes to the people 
and not the government.’ 
Boh b elle 
marketing / 9S 3
“Since I’m old enough to fie 
drafted, I think we shouldn’t 
get involved in any revolu­
tions. I would not want the 
situation in l .l Salvador to turn 
into another Vietnam.”
Gene Ore it la 
nutrition / 9S >
by David Yannacci
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PETITIONS
AVAILABLE FOP 
SGA EXECUTIVE 
ELECTIONS
APRIL 8
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
IN THE SGA 
OFFICE
PETITIONS DUE: 
APRIL 24 12 PM.
G
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CINA PRESENTS
[Ml (Ml U1MD S  IMI FOLIMl F E S T O W Â L  
[R U S S O Â  T M E  QJINlFDtMlDStFOtEO) 
F S E W O L U T D O ^
T M E  S T Â U M
DCÂFIL M A R Ï l :  T H E  (M 1Â S S D V E  OD T
TUES . APR. 2 8  a t  7 : 3 0  
STUDENT CENTER BALLROOMS 
. 5 0 $  WITH MSC ID.
. 7 5 $  OTHERS .
CINA I S  A CLASS ONE ORGANIZATION OF YOUR SGA. 
"STUDENTS SERVING STUDENTS"
G
G
G
G
G
with your help we can . . .
TRIKE UP THE BAND!
You Student Government Association 
is forming a Marching Band for YOU!
You will make the difference.Help us D O  IT U P  and D O  IT RIGHT!
If you are interested in performing, instructing or 
just helping out please call the Student Government 
office at 8 9 3 - 4 2 0 2  and leave your name, address, 
and phone number or come in person and fill out 
an application.
Don,t Miss Our Next Organizational Meeting 
on Tues., April 21, 1981 
5 pm Student Center Mtg. Rms. (4th Floor)
ì
LIVE AT MONTCLAIR
APRIL 11
a Do (W h«>*
p r is t in e  lneludes:^ j ^ y o u r  Heart}
m e  * e& * A x h c r m o s t a t
Y O U R  „ - i p  o r t
cA XION T H ftjGHT WAY WITH R.O.C.K.
C L  U B
PRESENTS★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
"THE STUNTMAN"
STARRING
7 and 9 : 30  PM 
$ 1 . 5 0  w i th  MSC ID
$ 2 .  w i t h  out  ID
PETER
Memorial  A u d i to r iu m
DON T  MISS 
ONE OF THIS YEAR’S
GREAT FILMS f f f★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
CLUB IS A CLASS ONE ORGANIZATION OF YOUR SGA 
"STUDENTS SERVING STUDENTS"
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North Jersey Women’s 
Health Organization
450 HAMBURG TURNPIKE 
WAYNE. NJ 07*70
• V/D Screening
• Pregnancy Testing 
•Abortion Counselling 
•Birth Control
Information
278-4500
CENTEfl FOR WE ARTS 201-693-5tT2
¿ l j  Montclair State College
( M i i K M i a M  «VÍ ortMJ
McCarter theatre c o m pan y  
presents
nir-i/ | tNnn i r ^ ^ ——
[c a n c e l e d
1— Memorial Auditorium 
$ 1.50-Students. Faculty, Staff and Senior Citizens 
$2.50-Others
Tickets Available at College Art Gallery. Life Hall
CENTER FOR THE ARTS 201-693-5112
Montclair State College
The Montclair State College
Concert Band
William Shadel, conductor 
Norman L. Smith, trumpet
Friday, April 24 8 pm 
Memorial Auditorium Admission Free
Haydn: Concerto for Trumpet Brahms: Two Chorales, Op. 122 
Vaughn-Williams: Folk Song Suite Copland: An Outdoor Overture 
Grainger: Lincolnshire Posy
B O B O H
A R T  S U P P L I E S ”
Com plete Line
Art Store of Nutley
343 Franklin Ave. 
Nutley, NJ
667-8414
Student Discount w/ID card
Pilgrim Medical Group J  
ABORTION SERVICES M
1st and Mid-Trimester (thru 15 wks.)
Local or General Anesthesia 
¡ 2nd Trimester (16 thru 23 wks.)
TT R IM ES T ER
FREE PREGNANCY TEST 
EXAMINATION AND 
COUNSELING
THE ONLY STATE LICENSED 
ABORTION FACILITY IN 
ESSEX. PASSAIC. MORRIS. 
UNION AND MIDDLESEX 
COUNTIES.
M a s t e r  C h a r g e  • V is a  • B a c .
LOCAL ONLY UP TO 10 WEEKS $ 1 5 0 .  
MEDICAID PATIENTS UP TO 12 WKS. $100.
HOURS 9-5 P.M.
MON. THRU SAT.
746-1500
IN N J CALL TOLL FREE
(800)  772-2174 
393 BLOOMFIELD AVE 
MONTCLAIR N J  07042
•WE CARE'
Women’s Choice.
ANEW
Reproductive Healthr 
Center Designed 
for Women
F R E E  pregnancy tests 
F R E E  counseling 
A B O R T I O N  by board
certified gy n ecolog ists
One Loto Fee • Strictly Confidential
489-2266
10 Zabriskie Street. Hackensack
Back when you had to beat it 
before you could eat it • • •
A TURMAN-FOSTER Company Production 
starring “CAVEMAN'
R IN G O  S T A R R  • B A R B A R A  B A C H  • D E N N IS  Q U A ID  •  S H E L L E Y  L O N G  
J O H N  M A T U S Z A K  • A V E R Y  S C H R E IB E R  and J A C K  G IL F O R D
Written by RUDY D6 LUCA and CARL GOTTUEB Produced by LAWRENCE TURMAN and DAVID FOSTER 
Directed byCARL GOTTLIEB Music by LALO SCHIFRIN Panavisiorf Technicolor®
P G  PARENTAL GUIDANCE SUGGESTED Copyright t  MCMLXXXI United Artists Corporation All rtghls reserved
Starts Friday April 17th at a Theatre Near You.
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It's better than a valium
Girl gets a rise out of performance course.
by Stephen Kantrowitz
"I once did an impersonation 
of Sue Simons conducting an 
interview with convicted 
murderess Jean Harris. I was 
terribly uncomfortable with 
the character and began making 
all kinds of mistakes. After the 
show was over, a woman from 
the audience came backstage 
and congratulated me on my 
wonderful impression. She 
thought all the mistakes were 
intentional,” Mary Thomp­
son, a senior speech and 
theater communications major, 
said.
Thompson is a manlier of 
The Broadw ay Local, a 
professional im provisation 
troupe. She is also one of the 
students in anew interdiscipli­
nary course offered by the 
m u sic  and p s y c h o lo g y  
departments. The course, 
e n t it le d  “ P ro b le m s  of 
Performance,” seeks to point 
out and hopefully solve the 
problems a performer might 
nave.
“ I rook the course because I 
knew it would give me an 
indepth insight into perfor­
mance,” Thompson said. “ The 
class is fascinating because the 
people in it come from so many 
different backgrounds. We 
have some, music majors, some 
speech and theater majors, 
some psychology majors, and 
even a physical education 
major. Although our own 
backgrounds are considerably 
different, there’s almost always 
a universal agreement among 
us about the performance 
process. I come out of every 
session talking to one of the 
other class members for at least 
half an hour.”
The attractive, dark skinned 
actress, believes everyone 
should have the opportunity to 
experience such an outstanding 
and important course.
Above: Time out for a stretch.
Right: Lying down on the job.
to the students’ problems. 
“ O n e m ethod is called 
systematic dcsensitization. It is 
e s se n tia lly  a re la x a tio n  
technique,” he explained. 
“ T he n ig h t  b e f o r e  a 
performance we ask them to 
make a mental image of 
themselves performing. We 
then have them pair these 
images with images of a relaxed 
state. During the performance, 
if  th e y  e x p e rie n c e  any 
discomfort, they can simply 
draw from the images of the 
relaxed stare. For example, if 
they liecome nervous, they can 
picture themselves on a sandy 
beach sunbathing.”
A n oth er o f ( lo o d k in ’s 
techniques is thought stopping. 
“ The idea behind this is to stop 
any negative thoughts as soon 
as they enter your head,” 
(ioodkin said. “ Any unplea­
sant thoughts are to be stopped 
■ and one is to concentrate solely 
on the performance. A third 
technique is stimulus control; 
find ing an area that is 
comfortable to you and using it 
o n ly  fo r  c o n c e n tr a te d  
practicing. If  any other 
thoughts enter your mind, you 
are to leave the area.”
( )ne of the important aspects 
of the course is having guest 
artists come in and perform 
and or lecture for the students. 
“ These artists give an amazing 
insight into many different 
ways of solving performance
problems,” Landsman stated. 
“ They are committed to their 
lives as performers. They share 
both their vulnerabilities and 
their conquests with the 
students. Hearing these artists 
is a great way to get another 
exciting dimension to the 
course. Some we’ve had so far 
include co n cert p ianists 
Kdmund Battersby and Ruth 
Rendlcman, violinists Oscar 
Ravina and Beverly Somach, 
conductor David Randolph, 
and the producer of Summer- 
fun T h e a tre , W. S c o tt  
MacConncll.
L a n d sm a n  is t o t a l ly  
convinced of the need for his 
course. “ It is ideal for anyone 
who has to come into contact 
w ith  o th e r s :  te a c h e r s ,  
e o m m u n ic a to r s ,  a c to r s ,  
musicians, etc.,” he emphasiz­
ed. “ It’s not limited to those 
who consider themselves 
‘performers’ in the orthodox 
sense. Anyone who might be 
uncomfortable in front of an 
audience, whether it be five or 
500 people, would benefit 
from the course."
Donna Chell, a senior 
majoring in physical education, 
took the course to help her 
communicate with people 
m ore com fortab ly . “ I he 
course has helped me a great 
deal,” Chell said. “ It’s helped 
to pick me up and give me the 
selfconfidence I lacked. I’ve 
liecome much more relaxed 
when interacting with people. I 
have to deal with people, both 
older and younger, in my field. 
Now 1 am much more 
comfortable and at ease.”
Both (ioodkin and Lands­
man en co u ra g e  stu d en t 
feedback and reactions about 
the course. “ We’ll be asking the 
students how they felt about 
the cou rse  in g e n e ra l,’ ’ 
(ioodkin said.“»Ve’ll also want 
to know how they felt about 
each of the different methods 
we used, whether they liked 
them or not. The course will 
definitely be offered next 
semester, and we’re both 
looking forward to it a great 
deal. We’ve learned as much as, 
if not more than, the students 
themselves," he said.
“ You get to talk candidly 
about important issues; which 
you can t usually do in a 
structured academic course. 
You also get to relate to other 
performers and come into 
k n o w led g e  o f  d iffe re n t 
performing situations.”
Thompson believes the 
course is worthwhile largely' 
due to its instructors. “ Both 
professors, Dr. Landsman and 
Dr. (ioodkin, take a genuine 
interest in the course. They’re 
very involved and concerned 
about xvhat they’re doing and 
it’s easily and clearly reflected 
in their teaching. 1 hey seem to 
get better as the course 
progresses. I recommend the 
course very highly to others.”
Dr. Jero m e Landsman, 
professor of music, conceived 
of offering such a course at 
MSC. “ I rook a graduate 
co u rse  in ‘ Problem s o f 
Performance’ when I was a 
student at the University of 
Southern California,” he said. 
“ Many major universities and 
schools of music, such as 
Northwestern, Indiana, and 
The Juilliard School, have such 
a course to help people who 
suffer from this dilemma. 
Unfortunately, in the past, 
these types of problems w'ere 
often put under the rug and 
hidden.”
Landsman feels there is a 
stigma attached to performance 
problems. “ It is too often seen 
as a mark o f vulnerability or 
weakness. Because of that, I 
feel there is a dire need for this 
kind of course,” he said. “ It 
provides a different avenue for 
students to pursue ways of 
solving any problem they may 
have. Some common problems 
include syveatv palms, queasy 
stomach, nervousness, and loss 
of memory.”
The energetic professor 
previously taught the course as
an independent study. “ I 
offered the course last semester 
as an independent study and it 
w'as extrem ely popular,” 
Landsman said. “ I contacted 
the psychology department 
because I felt that having it 
team taught would add a great 
deal of input, as xvcll as a 
different perspective. After 
s p e a k in g  yv i r h R o b e r t  
(ioodkin, we decided to teach 
the course together.
“(ioodkin and I come from 
txvo d iffe re n t ,w’o r ld s ,” 
Landsman explained. “His 
background is in clinical 
psychology. He works a great 
deal w'ith people who wish to 
overcome rest anxiety. One of 
the things he does in the course 
is assist students in developing 
relaxation techniques w'hich 
will help them when they have 
to perform. Although it’s a 
pioneering effort, the first go- 
around as an interdisciplinary 
course, the students have 
responded extremely well to 
w'hat we’ve done so far.” 
(Ioodkin, assistant professor 
of psychology, related his 
involvement with the course. 
“ I have been personally 
interested in performance, and 
its problems, for some time,” 
the bearded professor said. “ I 
come from a family of music 
enthusiasts, and I dabble in
fiano and guitar myself. Jerry .andsman called about a year 
ago and said he yvanred to 
co-tcach the course.
“ I w'as very interested. It 
sounded like an exciting type 
of course; unlike any thing that 
had been offered at M SC in the 
past. I felt it yvould be a 
wonderful opportunity for 
people in the performing arts, 
as w'cll as those interested in 
them."
( I o o d k i n  u ses so m e  
b e h a v io ra l m o d ific a tio n  
techniques as possible solutions
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What evil lurks inside the funhouse for Buzz and Amy ?
And the winner is...
by Deborah J. Johnson
With the exception of the 24- 
hour postponement following 
the attempted assassination of 
President Ronald Reagan, 
there were relatively few 
su rp rises at last w ee k ’s 
Academy Awards ceremony.
As ex p ected , O rdinary  
People, the film about a family 
shattered by catastrophe, was 
named Best P ic tu re . In 
addition, Robert Rcdford was 
awarded Best Director, and 20- 
y car-old Timothy Hutton 
received the Best Supporting 
Actor Oscar for his role as the 
film's suicidal son.
In th e  o th e r  m a jo r  
categories, Robert DcNiro 
won the Best Actor award for 
his portrayal of boxer Jake 
LaMotta in Raging Pull, and 
Sissy Spacek was named Best 
Actress for her characterization 
of singer Loretta Lynn in Coal 
Miner's Daughter.
Mary Steen bur gen, who had 
already swept all the major 
critics awards for her role as 
Howard Hughes’ dippy first 
wife in Melvin and ¡toward, 
won Best Supporting Actress.
The only upset was in the 
foreign film category. The 
Soviet Union’s Moscow Does 
Xot Relieve in Tears, a film 
about an ill fated love affair and 
its effects 20 years later, was 
named Best Foreign Picture. 
Generally, widely distributed 
films by well known directors 
win. Francois Truffaut’s The 
L a s t  M e t r o  and A k ira  
kurosaws’s Kagemusha were 
considered favorites.
The telecast of the awards 
opened on a somber note. 
Johnnv Carson, the ceremon­
y’s M C, commented on the 
A c a d e m y ’ s d e c is io n  to  
postpone the awards. “ Because 
of the incredible events of 
yesterday, that old adage~thc 
show must go on—seemed 
re la tiv e ly  u n im p o r ta n t,” 
C a rso n  sa id . L a te r  th e  
c o m e d ia n  resu m ed  his 
ch a ra cte ris tic  w ittic ism s, 
delivering one liners on
Reagan’s proposed budget cuts 
for the arts.
T h e  h ig h lig h t o f the 
program came when white 
haired Henry Fonda, wearing 
thick glasses and walking with 
a cane, shuffled slowly to the 
podium to receive an honorary 
Oscar. In his 46 year career, 
Fonda has been nominated 
only once, in 1940 for The 
drapes o f  Wrath. He lost to 
J im m y  S te w a rt in T he  
Philadelphia Story.
“ In my 46 years, this has got 
to be the climax,” Fonda said. 
The audience responded with a 
heart w arm ing stand ing 
ovation, the second such show 
of gratitude of the evening.
The first was for opera star
When Max Devlin (F.lliot 
Gould) is run over by a bus, he 
learns that his destination is the 
fourth level of hell. Barney 
Satin (Bill Cosby), who later 
turns out to actually be Satan, 
cons Devlin into a deal—tosiffn 
up three innocents within a 
span of two months to save 
himself.
This Disney film is not the 
sort that can be termed a 
“ family picture.” It greatly 
lacks humor, and only in sparse 
sections is there any comedy.
However, as a semidrama it 
appears to go over. Devlin sets 
about his three targets, Stella 
Summers (Julie Budd), who 
wishes to be a singer; “Nerd” 
(later “Nerve”) Nordlinger 
(David knell), and Toby Harr 
(Adam Rich of Eight is 
Enough).
“ Nerve” wishes to be a 
motorcycle racer and Hart 
wants a father. With the first 
two, Devlin has little problem, 
being given a sense of magic to 
help the teens succeed. With 
Hart he must woo his mother
Luciano Pavarotti, who sang 
Return l o Sorrento before 
presenting this year’s musical 
awards. The movie Tame, 
swept the category, winning 
Best Song and Best Original 
Score.
The ceremony did have one 
unexpected turn of events. 
When Ferenc Rofusz’s two 
minute short, of life from a fly’s 
perspective The Ely was 
awarded Best Animated Short, 
a stranger pretending to be 
Rofusz. (who was not there), 
walked up to the podium from 
the audience, said a few brief 
thank you’s, walked backstage, 
and fled with the Oscar. Police 
are investigating the theft.
Penny (Susan Anspach) and 
wed her to gain the tyke's John 
I laneock.
As Devlin nears his deadline 
anil he attempts to get actual 
signatures, the film begins to 
develop an interesting sort of 
suspense. Before the climax, 
th e  e n d in g  is s l ig h t ly
firedictable, and as Satin shows limsclf as Satan, his make-up is 
not at all frightening, making 
his threatening speech lose its 
impact.
Cosby is excellent as a 
villain, not at all playing for 
laughs. One can easily believe 
he is the devil himself. Some 
bits in the film are very 
impressive and imaginative, 
such as Cosby riding up on a jet 
black, noiseless motorcycle.
However, it is strange that 
he dresses for whatever 
occasion Devlin is in, while 
only Devlin ran sec him 
(construction worker, motor 
mechanic, etc.).
Buena Vista is soon releasing 
Amy, a dramatic film about a 
teacher of deaf children, played
Devil made 
him do it
‘It's  Alive 
Grows Up'
by Geoffrey L. Gould
Universal’s The Funhouse is a mixture of horror with shock. 
Directed by l obe Hooper and written by Larry Block, The 
Funhouse succeeds by never taking itself too seriously.
It provides some good scares, while several characters are 
almost too weird to be believable.
Flizabeth Bcrridgc plays Amy Harper, a voting teen, whose 
kid brother Joey (Shawn Carson) plays Psycho with her while 
she showers for a date. Cute kid, but even with that, there seems to 
be no reason for his character to exist in .this feature.
Amy is taken to the carnival by her hunk boyfriend Buzz 
(Cooper Huckabcc) on a double date with her friend Liz. (Largo 
Woodruff) and her date Richie (Miles Chapin). Buzz, suggests 
they spend the night inside the Funhouse.
For a lark, they do so, witness a murder, and are hunted by the 
carnival owner (kevin Conway) and his mutation son (Wayne 
Doha). The unnamed son is a hideous creature, along the lines of a 
two headed calf on display in a side-show.
The impressive make-up is designed by Rich Baker, which is 
why it almost makes one think The Funhouse could be It ’s A live  
Crows I ’p A nd loins Fite Carnival. It's demeanor can be summed up 
with Conway’s line, “Don’t mind him, he’s harmless (when he s 
been fed).”
The owner forces his son to track the four teens, who are now- 
locked in. The owner is not at all pleased that Richie managed to 
take the fair’s proceeds from his cash box. One by one they arc- 
knocked off, in a rather predictable order.
Joey, during all this, walks to the carnival, runs into some weird 
people, is caught, and his folks take him home. He doesn’t have a 
single line, and he appears to be there to pad the film’s length a bit.
Such oddball characters include a bag lady chanting “God 
watches all,” an old man with a bizarre leer, a pick-up truck 
driver, who threatens Joey with a rifle for no apparent reason, and 
a foul mouthed fortuneteller Madame Zcna (Sylvia Miles) who 
later humiliates the son driving him to kill her.
A lot of the dialog is hopelessly tongue-in-cheek, but for this 
feature it works. Don’t expect a marvelous horror picture, but 
don’t feel it’s a total waste. It’s purposely a B picture; Funhouse is 
fun schlock.
by the British actress Jenny 
Agutter. Hopefully Amy will 
help make up for some of their 
recent not-exactly-winners’ 
films.
Also, Watcher In File Woods 
is tentatively to be reissued in 
October, with its climax 
included this rime. Fven
w ith o u t it, Wat che r  is 
recommended. Watcher is a lar 
cry from normal Disney films, 
and Devil And Max Devlin 
struggled to do the same, but 
like The Black Hole, the 
obligatory Disney-cuteness 
tips it off balance.
—G eoffry Gould
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Almost anything goes
by Linda M arte lli
There's something for everyone in themusical comedy political satire revue O ff The Wall Strikes 
Back playing Sunday, Tuesday, and Wednesday evenings at the Truck and Warehouse Theater 
located at 79 Fast 4th St., N YC.
The play is a zany mixture of politics, comedy, satire and music that hosts a group of odd 
characters and situations. Short musical skits arc acted out, which make fun of the US government, 
nuclear energy, war, draft and many other problems that all Americans can relate to.
Different skits included a lunatic’s birthday party, mutant comics, transvestite soldiers, a newly 
elected president with dog habits and many more.
O ff The Wall Strikes Back opened with The President's Song, which was a song making fun of the 
president. Throughout the play, the president was referred to as the “puppet in the Oval Room .”
The Andiron Sisters (Ken Krauss, Bob Miranti and Michael) portrayed the Andrew sisters who 
were making fun o f the new draft. Three men dressed up as girls in skirts, arms’ jackets and hats, 
came out on the stage and sang No Way Out—meaning there is no way out of the new draft this time.
They sang, “ There’s no way out this time. F very one must go no matter if you are black, Puerto 
Rican, homosexual or blind There’s no way out. Just think they will give you dope for free.”
The play was very satirical on many of the issued presented, but it was true to life and sure to hit 
home for all those who sec it.
In one skit. Ten Little Idiots, there were 10 aristocratic people at a dinner party. All were dressed 
in black and white and were acting very sophisticated. Kvcry few minutes there was a shot in the 
background and then one of the people would die. The skit was centered upon finding out who 
killed each person. At the end it was revealed that the banker was the killer because he wanted to 
collect all of their money and belongings.
The skit was too long. Most people knew that it was the banker and did not need to see the 10 
people die in the same fashion. The same lines and actions wi 
D ecan te  very tedious to sit through.
/ere repeated throughout the skit and
The Andrew Sisters they're not.
Film festival 
honors Russian
by A m y L. Rosam ilia
March 17 marked the start of 
M SC’s film festival commemo­
rating the 100 year anniversary 
of novelist Fyodor Mihailo- 
vitch Dostoyevsky’s death. 
The Russian, Dostovcvsy is 
famous for his novels Crime ami 
Punishment and The Brothers 
Karamazov, among other great 
works.
M SC’s School of Humani­
ties and Social Sciences is 
presenting the festival which 
will run through Ihur., April 
23. Theodore Price, assistant 
p ro fesso r o f F n g lish , is 
responsible for organizing the 
event. Price received S600 
from  th e  M S C  c a re e r  
development grant. According 
to Price, the monev covers the 
cost of film rentals, speakers, 
and any other equipment 
needed.
Seated in his office on the 
fourth floor of Partridge Hall, 
Price talked about Dostovev-
sky and the films. “ Dostoyev­
sky’s dramatic novels lend 
themselves to film and theater. 
The films we are showing are 
not as long or as good as the 
novels are, but they are a good 
introduction to
Dostoyevsky," the gray haired 
Price said.
Wearing a denim shirt, pants, 
and blue sneakers, Price 
continued, “Dostoyevsky was 
a classical as well as a 
psychological w riter. He 
discovered aspects of the 
unconscious before Freud did; 
he is also a very modern ty peof 
novelist,” Price said, adding, 
“ The rhemes of his books can 
pertain to today as well as 
when he was writing them.”
Price, who is a recurrent 
themes specialist in novels and 
films, pointed out Dostoyev­
s k y ’s re c u rre n t th em es. 
“Murder always occurs in his 
w o r k s . In  C r im  e an d  
Punishment, a young, radical 
student kills a woman. In The
The best part of the skit was when the last person died. As he fell, he grabbed on to the dead 
woman’s chest. The other actor on stage remarked, “ At least he died with a smile on his face.”
Most of the skits in the play were funny and worth watching, but there were also a few who could 
have been left out. The shorter skits were usually funnier and easier to understand. In another 
scene, a mock on violence was seen in the contrast between the children’s story of Little Red Riding 
Hood and war.
The narrator told the story as the actors mimicked the actions. Little Red Riding Hood came on 
stage dressed in a green cape and red underclothes which she kept showing to the audience. She was 
protesting war as the Big Bad Wolf are her. A few minutes later, the wolf started complaining of 
indigestion. Little Red Riding Hood reappeared and said to the wolf, “ The war system goes down a 
lot easier.”
The repeated line throughout the play was, “ If you think we’re in bad taste, take a look at the 
world.”
Different props needed were moved on stage between each skit. The scenery was simple but 
appropriate. The constant movement of the actors and the music was very enjoyable.
Costumes were also appropriate to each scene. The MC (Krauss) dressed in a white pin striped, 
wide belled pants and a black tail tuxedo jacket, which was decorated with red and blue stars, and a 
high topped hat showed the spirit o f the day. 1 le introduced each act with cutting remarks about the
The cast of 40 all played fine roles in the skits. Krauss and Miranti were seen more often than the 
other actors and were outstanding in their performances. Their facial expressions and actions were 
funny even without dialog.
O ff t he 11 all Strikes Back is a play that should not be missed. Come laugh at politicians, cry over 
spilt radioactive waste and sing along with the boys in the Pentagon. You won’t regret it.
Brothers Karamazov, one of the 
four sons kills his father. Other 
themes include relationships 
betw een older men and 
younger women, suicides, and 
a character who resembles 
Christ in speech and action,” 
Price said.
“One thing that I have 
noticed is there arc no love 
scenes in D o sto y e v sk y ’s 
works,” Price added. He 
mentioned that Dostoyevsky 
often w rote o f personal 
experiences. “Dostoyevsky 
was imprisoned for about 10 
years by the Czar of Russia for 
attending forbidden discus­
sions. Wc don’t know that he 
committed murder though,” 
Price said jokingly.
Price, who teaches “ Intro­
d u ctio n  to L i te r a tu r e ,” 
“Mythology and Literature,” 
and “Contemporary Film,” 
assigns Dostoyevsky in his 
reading lists. “ 7 lie Brothers 
Karam azov  contains some 
elements of the Oedipus 
complex, which is the tendency 
of a child to hate the parent of 
the same sex (in particular the 
father), and have a certain 
attachment to the other 
parent,” Price explained.
On March 17 and 24, the 
Russian film version of Crime 
and Punishment was shown in 
the Fine Arts Auditorium. 
“ The viewers didn’t seem to 
mind the Fnglish subtitles at 
all,” Price said. “ It was a verv
V O T E  F O R
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good film. F very one seemed to 
enjoy it,” he added.
On April 7, a documentary 
on Dostoyevsky by British 
critic Malcolm Muggeridge 
was followed by a lecture by 
D r. R o b ert Belknap o f 
Columbia University. The 
lecture was about The Brothers 
Karamazov. Belknap is a noted 
Russian scholar.
Scheduled for today is a 
feature length film of The 
(¡am bler  in French with 
Fnglish subtitles. The film will 
l>e shown at 7 pm in Russ Hall 
lounge. The final film will be 
The Brothers Karamazov on 
I hur., April 23 at 7 pm in Russ 
I Till lounge.
Price became interested in 
Dostoyevsky while attending 
college. “ 1 used to listen to a 
radio program and eventually 
became interested enough to 
buy the books and read along 
with the program,” he said.
Seated next to stacks of 
unarranged papers on his desk, 
Price would not say when he 
received his BA and MA. “ I 
don’t think that is really 
necessary,” he said with a smile 
as he smoothed back his hair 
over his bald spot. “ I received 
my BA from Kenyon College 
in Ohio, and my MA from 
Columbia. I will tell you that 1 
received my P hi) in 1975 from 
Rutgers," he said.
The film festival is open to 
the college community and 
admission is free.
Everything You 
Always Wanted 
To Know About Sex
BANANAS
7 p m  S a t., A p r i l  2 5 ,1 9 8 1
Memorial Auditorium
$1 .5 0  w /ID  $2 . w /OUT
<1
Use this Money Saving Coupon
50$ OFF
One (1) Ticket
for Woody Allen Film Festival 
Sat. , April 2 5 , 1981
C.L.U.B. is a 
Class One Organization 
of the SGA.
OATES,,,m
Ticket Price: $7. iv/io  
-------------------------------$8.50 Public
—TicKets On sale Tues. April 2 ist—
11AIYI-3PM Student Center Lobby 
(Line forms to the left of information Desk)
l i m i t : g/msc id
Class One Concerts is a Class One Organization ot vour sga
"Students Serving students"
Add experience 
to your degree.
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Facts indicate that you may work in 
three to five different careers. It won’t be 
unusual to make changes as you go. And 
it’s entirely possible that your final career 
does not even exist today.
Often in a first job, you are an 
assistant to the assistant. Your 
responsibility is limited to a desk and 
typewriter.
But when your first job is an Army 
2LT, you’ll have real management 
experience. You’ll be in charge. On a 
specific job assignment, you could have 30 
to 40 people working for you. And you coul 
be responsible for millions of dollars in 
equipment.
Responsibility for people and 
resources is exactly the kind of “take 
charge” experience civilian employers 
seek. I t ’s a margin of difference in the 
increasingly competitive job  market.
Prepare to rise to the top in your 
field. Make your first job 3 or 4 years as an 
Army Officer.
If you have two years remaining in 
school, you can begin ROTC this summer. 
You’ll be compensated financially; 
stimulated physically and mentally.
To add experience to your degree
contact Captain John Mlynarski 
763-3078
Army ROTC. Learn what it takes to lead.
Readvtohelp 
W W I,W W  II , Korea, 
Vietnam vets.
Red Cross: Read> for a ne» Century.
f*-
Shampoo,Precision Cut,Blow Dry
Get Acquainted
$8 Special
w/Jom ie
Tues/Wed/Thurs. only 
No Appoinrmenr Necessary
Appointments available
Fri. & Sat. 746 -5 5 5 7
2 0 4  D e ilevue  Ave. U pper Mrcir.Cbehind C arvp l)
North Jersey 
Gynecological Center
ABORTION SERVICES
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
Abortion Proctdurn 
Barth Control Cduneelmg 
Sterilization Procedures 
Complete
Gynecological Care o
call 37S-OSOO For Immodlata AppL
•LOCATED I BLO C K  FRO M  IRVINGTON CTR 
IHOURS 9AM-SPM M O N  -SAT AM PLE PARK ING  
■_40 UNION AVE. surre io», irvingtor nj'
Ready
to teach
home
nursing,
first aid,
parenting,
childcare,
water
safety,
CPR.
Red Cross:
Ready for a new century.
T T
A Public Service of This Newspaper f | J |  
& The A dvertising  C ouncil <SuA
? W H AT  A R T IS T O N  H IS  M O S T  R E C E N T  A LB U M  L IST S  
A S  C O N T R IB U T IN G  TALEN TS, D A N N Y  F E D E R IC I 
A N D  R O Y  BETTAN  OF THE E ST R E E T  BAN D , 
LOU REED , D A V ID  JO H A N SE N ,T H E  R U M O U R , AJ
M O N A  H E N D R Y X _______
? WHAT ARTIST B O ASTS A  
A GROUP F O R M E R O ^ Q J
&
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lIGHT.
C lo u t
R O N E  A LB U M  
E L A S T  FO UR W E E K S
.tM j^ U M B E R  13 AFTER ONLY  
BILLBOARD CHARTS^
IAT A R T IST  IS  PLAY IN G  H IS  O N LY  CO LLEG E 
D ATE  ON  H IS  R E C E N T  TO UR A P R IL  11.
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Attention,
Graduating Seniors! 
Thinking about your future?
Discover the Many 
Career Opportunities 
Available in the 
Rapidly-Changing Fields 
of Library and 
Information Science.
The Palmer Graduate Library School of 
C.W. Post Center of Long Island University offers 
the program you’ll need to get into this important, 
growing profession. The program is accredited by 
the American Library Association.
Inquire now about Fall 1981 admission and the 
part-time graduate offerings in a variety of library 
and information specialties.
Call Mr. John DeNicolo, C.W. Post Graduate Center 
(at Dominican College) in Rockland County:
(914) 359-7200
or call the Dean’s office: (516) 2 9 9 -2 8 5 5
PALMER GRADUATE LIBRARY SCHOOL
L O N G  I S L A N D  U N I V E R S I T Y !c.w  post center
Jl G R E E N V A L E ,  N E W  Y O R K  1 1 5 4 8
An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Institution
Capitolism
lives.
Be a Capitolist when you fly to Europe, 
Los Angeles, San Juan, Chicago* and 
Boston.t Fly Capitol Airways. Our non- 
restricted fares are the lowest of any airline. 
Which means you can save a bundle and 
still leave and return whenever you please.
And, our daily service is as good as our 
fares are low. You’ll fly on comfortable jets 
with complimentary meals and beverages.
So fly Capitol. Check our fare box for 
proof that Capitolism is right on the money.
^Service begins in May. 
¿Service begins June 12.
J  ’ Non-restricted, round trip, economy class from 
■  New York
DESTINATION CAPITOL- OTHER- SAVINGS
Brussels $ 4 9 9 $ 8 4 0 $341
Frankfurt $ 5 1 9 $ 8 8 6 $ 3 6 7
Los Angeles $ 2 9 8 $ 8 7 6 $ 5 7 8
San Juan $ 2 9 0 $ 3 6 8 $ 7 8
Chicago $ 1 5 9 $ 2 5 8 $ 9 9
Boston $ 7 2 $ 7 8 $ 6
I  
I  
I  
I  
I  
I  
I  
I
L
CAPITOL AIRWAYS
Fares subject to change
SU P E R  D C -8 Light on the money.
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PERSONAL: To the eighth floor 
girls of Bohn, arc you psyched? 
Here welcome Florida! Love, 
Karen, |nlie, and Dorothv, 
PERSONAL: To Judy, Happy 
20th birthday. I hope it is a good 
one. CM.
PERSONAL: Linda, when l)er 
Führer said, I own the world and 
space, you threw a can of beer 
right in I)cr Führer’s face. The 
UN delegation.
PERSONAL. 1 .ctrcr fiend, grow 
up! We’re on to your game. I f you 
want to play games, remember 
you’re outnum bered.. Barb’s 
friends.
PERSONAL: K avdcc, personal­
ized balloons may conic and go, 
hut now there are 8,000 copies of 
this little note to you, Happy 
Birthday! Love, guess who. 
PERSONAL: Pili, you are so 
beautiful to me. Love ya, Frankie 
C.
PERSONAL: Lori, 47 down, 
29,200 to go. Paul.
PERSONAL: T o  brilhhcad. 
Happy 20th. I guess this means 
you’ll have to start acting mature 
now, roo! Love, Lucy. 
PERSONAL: Tom I om, you
can hide your eggs in my 
this Faster! Snuggles.
is ket
PERSONAL: W azoo, what could 
be better than going to two 
weddings on your birthday. Hope 
it is a fabulous one. Jenks, (¡oobz, 
Dan, and rhe Pooh (otherwise 
known as Phazc II).
FOR SALE: Kodak carousel 
750H projector with 102mm F2.8 
lens. Brand new, never used. Make 
offer, call Peter 746-2237.
M O V IE S : A bou t passion , 
gambling and murder! Dostoyev­
sky film festival (1881-1981). The 
Gambler, Fhur., April 9. The 
Brothers Karamazov, Fhur., April 
23. Fach at 7 pm, Russ Hall 
lounge. Free!
PERSONAL: R emember Moose, 
the natural candidate for SCA. 
Stay tuned ro 3.14 for the 
mooseform.
WANTED: Experienced childcare 
and light cleaning in exchange for 
private quarters and hoard. Must 
be willing to start classes after 4 
pm. Located in Montclair. Call 
744-2772.
WANTED: Travel companions to 
explore Europe in summer ’81. 
Have experience traveling and' 
could be a great tour guide. 
Contact Ann Marie at 939-4683.
CENTEB FOR THE ARTS 201-833-510(T)
^ M o n tc la ir  State College
hj o*o*> w
WANTED: On campus, summer 
and fall office work. Must clear 
financial aid. Call 893-4277, ask 
for Leslie.
WANTED: Persons who play: six 
steel string or six string arch top 
acqoustic guitar, clawhammer 
(railing banjo, drums, and bass 
(stand up or electric) for hand, (.all 
Brian at 759-5306.
FOR SALE: Brooks (running, 
basketball, football, softball, 
baseball) shoes. All colors and 
sizes. Low prices! For information 
contact Tint at 893-4726 or Apt. 
302C Clove Rd.
FOR SALE: .Motorcycle, ’74 
Honda CB. 7 5 0 cc, burgundy, ’76 
engine, 10,000 miles, chrome 
valve, headcovcrs, excellent 
condition, windshield with furring 
cover, new tires, new helmet 
included, has face shield and chir 
guard. Asking S 1,500, call Font at 
678-3 728.
M U S IC  LESSONS: Guitar 
instruction, l eaches rock, jazz or 
classical. BA in music. Presently 
performing professionally. Call 
337-3196.
FOUND: Erie Fox, I found your 
MSC ID card. Come on up to The 
Mont clarion Office and claim it. 
The Political Science Club: 
Yearbook picture « ill be taken 
Wed., April 22 at 3 pm in the 
Amphitheatre. All members are 
invited to attend.
WILLIAM WINDOM-THURBER II 
Wed., April I 22 8PM
Memorial Auditorium
$4.-Students, Faculty, Staff and Senior Citizens 
$6-Others
Tickets Available at College Art Gallery. Life Hall
Summer Employment 
June 1 — Aug. 31, T981
Young, working family Is looking for o 
student (pref. child dev,, bur nor 
necessary) ro live in our Sussex County 
lake-front home & take core of 
4/2 yr. old boy - some light 
housekeeping Offering room, board, 
salary, oil rhe sun you con ger. 
References req'd. Send resume Dox 522 
Andover, NJ 07921.
WtoRtototoMAWWtoMNMtoNtoMMMMMMMMWWMMMfMMMMlMMMMtoWMMi
Alliance of Jewish Student 
Organizations
presents a
S p r a n g  S e m e s t e r
D a n c e
Sat., April 11, 1981 — 8:30 - 12:30
YM-YWHA of Metro NJ 
(¿f~ 760 Northfleld Ave. "•ÂA
West Orange, NJ
Cost: $3. - refreshments
featuring DJ from Sound Entertainment
For further information call 
642-1922 day or 
943-8294 night.
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Sixty-five runs, 17 
HRs cap perfect week
by Victor M. Palumbo
The M SC varsity team 
completed a record setting 
undefeated week of baseball 
last Saturday with a 22-5 
trouncing of Rainapo State 
College (R SC ) at Pittser Field. 
The Indians lifted their season 
record to 8-3, including a five 
game winning streak, and the 
Roadrunncrs dropped to 11-4.
MSC and Rider College 
(Rider) combined to hit 10 
home runs last Wednesday to 
break an M SC school record 
for most homers hit by the 
Indians and an opponent in one 
game. The tribe received 
round-trippers trom Billy 
Schoenig (two), Bob Fortun- 
ato, Tony Sabato, Mark Baker 
and Ray Morelli in its 10-9 win 
over Rider.
The Indians also went a 
perfect five-for-fivc last week.
I he Tribe scored 65 runs and 
drilled l 7 home runs in its 5-0 
streak. M SC has now hit 27 
home runs for the season, 
which is only one-th ird  
complete. The record for
homers in a seson for MSC is
47.
I .ast Saturday’s game against 
RSC was won by home runs— 
five of them for the Indians. 
T w o came in M SC’s eight-run 
fourth inning; the inning which 
proved to be the winning rally. 
Frailing 3 - 1 going into the 
bottom of the fourth, the 
Indians struck quickly and 
fiercely. After Baker reached 
base on a two base error that 
scored a run and left runners on 
second and third, Vince Tiberi 
came around to score orr an 
overthrown relay.
“ I can’t believe the way 
everybody on the team is 
hitting the ball for power this 
s e a s o n ,”  T i b e r i  s a id . 
“ Anybody in our lineup is 
capable of hitting the long 
ball,” he stated.
M orelli, the designated 
hitter, followed Tiberi’s triple 
to center with a blast of nis 
own. Morclli’s shot cleared the 
fence for M SC’s second homer 
of the game (Tiberi hit a
ro u n d -trip p er earlier for 
M SC’s first run). Left fielder
Dave McLaughlin continued 
the longball hitring display 
when he stroked a three-run 
homer later in the inning.
Meanwhile, Glenn Dwyer 
(2-0), M SC ’s starting pitcher, 
was getting himself in and out 
of trouble early in the game. 
Following a leadoff home run 
in the fifth, however, Dwyer 
settled down to retire 15 of the 
last (9 batters he faced.
“ G len n  battled  tough 
today,” Coach Fred I fill said. 
“He worked himself out of 
jams and he stayed away from 
walks (Dwyer walked only 
three batters in pitching nine 
innings) which could really 
hurt a pitcher,” Hill continued.
The Indians added fivemore 
runs in the fifth. Baker hit a solo 
home run, McLaughlin laced a 
two-run single and Sabato hit a 
two-run triple. Right fielder 
Steve Lipinski rounded out the 
home run assault on the 
Roadrunncrs, with a three-run 
homer in the seventh.
“ We’ve been playing good 
all-around ball lately,” Hill 
stated. “Our defense has been 
tight, and we’ve been scoring 
runs in bunches.” Flic Indians 
have committed only five 
errors in the last five games.
M SC defeated R SC  the day 
before, 3-0, to complete the 
regular season sweep of the 
Roadrunncrs, something RSC 
did to M SC last season.
“ We remembered last year 
when they beat us twice in the 
season,” Tiberi said. “We’re 
just showing that last year was 
a fluke.”
Tribe N otes—Fortunato is 
on his way to another fine 
season, fi'ortunato went a 
perfect three for three last 
Satu rd ay , inclu d ing tw o 
doubles. Lipinski leads the 
team in home runs, with four. 
The sophomore hit five all last 
year and is shaping up to an 
excellent power hitter. MSC 
also belted Fast Strouds berg 
State College (FSSC ) and 
Rutgers University 'Newark. 
The Indians clubbed FSSC, 
16-1 and Rutgers, 14 - 1. The 
Tribe plavs Glass boro at home 
F riday afternoon and away at 
Kean Saturday afternoon.
Pro sports: 
Work 
or
play?
by Paul Huegel
When one looks at the 
professional athletes of today 
and the phenomenal salaries 
many of them make, the notion 
that all o f that money is being 
dished out to entertainers who 
do nothing but “play” for a 
living, arises. Bur is it all play 
for these people who perform 
for us throughout the year? 
Arc they not in fact working 
for their money or is it all just a 
game to them?
Atlanta Braves’ firstbaseman 
Chris Chambliss feels that in 
professional sports, like any 
other profession , one must be 
able to tic leisure, recreation, 
and work together. “ If you 
don’t, it’ll tie you,” lie 
commented from a classroom 
in M SC’s Partridge Hall.
The M SC graduate feels 
very lucky to be one of a few 
people who can enjoy both his 
work and his leisure at the same 
time. “ I kill two birds with one 
stone,” Chambliss, clad in a 
p laid  flan n el sh irt and 
dungarees, stated. “ It’s like 
someone who loves music and 
produces records for a living,” 
he added.
“ T h e r e  has to  be a 
distinction between the two 
(work and leisure), however,” 
he noted stroking his dark 
black mustache. “The work 
view must come first,” he said. 
“ I have to get in shape for next 
season. So, if during spring 
training l have a choice 
between going to have a beer 
after practice, or taking extra 
batting practice, l have to pick 
hitting a while lo n g er,” 
Chambliss said.
The former NY Yankee star 
pointed out that you haveto be 
careful how you separate work 
and leisure.
“One of the most boring 
drills we do during spring 
training is when pitchers 
practice covering first base on 
ground balls to the first 
baseman,” he recalled. “We do 
this drill hundreds and 
hundreds of times because 
there are so many pitchers and 
we often start clowning around 
to break up the monotony. But, 
f the clowning gets too much, 
the coaches get on sou ,” 
Chambliss explained.
“That’s where work and
leisure separate. You have fun 
but things must be done 'right'1 
first,” he continued.
As in any other profession, a 
ball player finds himself in 
tension or stress situations. 
Probably the least enviable one 
for a baseball player is the two 
out, bottom of the ninth, man 
on third, one run down 
situation for a hitter.
“ It's healths,” Chambliss 
remarked. “No matter what 
you do, whether it be svork or 
leisure, there will always be 
stress at one time or another,” 
he added.
O n e  p a r tic u la r  stress 
situation that the Atlanta first 
baseman recalled, occurred last 
year when the Braves’ thirc 
baseman Bob Horner was sent 
to the minor leagues after being 
named Rookie of the Year the 
season before.
“ A lot of players started to 
worry about their status on the 
team,” he explained.
“When I play, 1 have fun,” 
Chambliss said. “ If you’re not 
enjoying what you’re doing, 
you won’t do well. Sometimes 
things happen that put a strain 
on you and you find that 
you’re not doing well,” he 
added.
Chambliss, who has never 
had a really poor season or has 
never sustained a prolonged 
injury, stated, “ I’vealways had 
fun because I’ve done well. It’s 
been easy.”
I he Atlanta slugger doesn’t 
feel that today’s high salaries 
increase the work part o f their 
job. “We’ve been doing this all 
our lives (playing ball). You 
have to have a built in sell 
confidence. You can’t let the 
press, the fans, or big contracts 
a ffe c t  you r g a m e ,” he 
explained.
As for the sim ilarities 
between work and leisure, 
Chambliss feels rhat fun, 
enjoyment, and success, are 
found in both. “T he only 
difference is you don’t have the 
h eav y  c o n s e q u e n c e s  in 
leisure,” he noted.
“ My playing takes care of 
my recreation,” he said. “Bv 
playing professionally, Ive 
fulfilled something I’d be doing 
on the side. My own job takes 
care o f my recreation, 
Chambliss commented.
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Tribe spells relief C-L-O-N-E-Y
by Victor M. Palumbo
Quality short-inning relief 
pitchers, such as Rich Gossage 
of the NY Yankees, are a very 
valuable asset to any baseball 
ream. Consider the fact that the 
Yankees won 103 games last
season and Gossage saved 33 of 
them, and the Milwaukee 
Brewers, who led the Yankees 
in every major offensive 
category, but finished with 17 
fewer victories, didn’t have any 
pitcher with more than 10
saves to his credit. It's east- to 
see the importance of lead 
preserving, rally stopping type 
pitchers,
M SC may have its own 
version of Gossage. Although 
not the fastball, power type 
pitcher Gossage is, Brian 
Cloney has shown early in this 
baseball season that he can 
come into games under the 
pressure of having to preserve a 
lead that is being threatened or 
stopping an opponent from 
increasing its own lead and do a 
good job.
“Brian has been a real 
pleasant surprise so far," Coach 
Fred Hill said. “Hepitched real 
well in Florida and did a good 
job against Fordham Universi­
ty in our first game North.”
Cloney appeared in all three 
gam es ag ain st B is cay tie 
C o lle g e  o f M iam i. 1 he 
sophomore from Old Bridge, 
NJ pitched a total o f four and 
one-th ird  innings against 
Biscayne and allowed only one 
earned run. He earned a save in 
M SC’s only victory in three 
games against Biscayne. In the 
Indian’s 5-1 triumph over 
Fordham last Friday, Cloney 
pitched the final two and two- 
thirds innings, giving up no 
runs. Cloney had earned his 
second save in the T ribe’s first 
two victories.
“ I’m basically a control
pitcher, I place the ball and try 
not to let the batters have 
anything too good to hit, but I 
don’t throw too many balls 
(only two walks in his first 
seven innings pitched) that will 
get me into trouble,” he stated.
“Cloney keeps the ball low 
and forces the batter to hit the 
ball on the ground so you can 
get a double play,” Hill 
commented. “1 le’s got a good 
curve ball that keeps batters off 
balance," Hill added.
Cloney had been a starting 
pitcher on the junior varsity 
team last year and found 
himself in the bullpen of the 
varsity team this season. 
Because of the Tribe's good 
starting rotation of veteran 
varsity pitchers Bob Buccino, 
Roger Lope, Jay Aldrich, and 
Glenn Roe, Cloney, a right­
hander, was placed in the pen 
by Hill.
“We have a good starting 
rotation (a combined 2.75 
FRA  for the four aforemen­
tioned last vear) and at the 
beginning of this season I was 
most needed in the bullpen," 
Cloney said.
“Cloney has a good ream 
attitude,” Hill commented. 
“He has adjusted phenomenal­
ly well to the role of being our 
number one short relief man."
Cloney has to be prepared to 
play at every game because his
new role demands it. It’s a 
demand* he feels he’s up to 
handling.
“ I kind of like the idea that I 
may be needed at any and 
every game we play,” he 
explained. “ If you’re a starter 
you know when vou’re going 
to pitch bccauseoftherotation. 
But being a reliever means that 
you have to keep yourself 
mentally in the game and aware 
of it at all times because at any 
given moment you could be 
called upon to come in.
“ A n o th e r  d i f f e r e n c e  
between starting and relieving 
is the time you get to warm 
u p ,” C lo n ey  continued . 
“Starring pitchers get a lor of 
time to loosen up before the 
game, but when you’re a 
reliever you only get a few 
minutes because the coach calls 
upon you while the game is in 
action,” he said.
Cloney feels that the anxiety 
created  by the pressure 
situations a reliever must face 
(coming into the game with 
runners in scoring position) 
can be used ro the reliever’s 
advantage. “ You can turn that 
nervousness and anxiety into 
energy as long as you can 
control it. If you don’t control 
it, you will let it get the best of 
you and mess up for sure,” he 
concluded.Brian Cloney displays motion that has made him the 
Indians top fireman this season.
Errors costly as MSC falls to 3-6
by Meryl Yourish
After a disastrous (1-3) 
weekend, the M SC women’s 
softball team looks as if it might 
be turning things around. 
I hey defeated the University 
of Bridgeport (Bridgeport) 5-0 
last Tuesday, after being swept 
by the University of Delaware 
last Saturday and splitting a 
pair with Ithaca on Friday. 
MSC’s record is now 3-6.
Besides a lack of hitting and 
scoring (they’ve been shut out 
three times), the Squaws have 
been committing costly errors 
that lose them the game. There 
were four errors in the first 
Ithaca game; three in the 
second inning alone. The 
second game was a 1-0 
decision, with the win going to 
R onnie G u d ew icz , who 
limited Ithaca to two base hits. 
She set them down in order five 
out of the seven innings.
The Squaws managed to get 
seven base hits in the game, but 
couldn’t score more than once.
I hey failed to get more than 
one run in the second inning, 
even though they had bases 
loaded and no outs.
On a more upbeat note, the 
game against B rid g ep ort 
showed the Squaws returning 
to the championship form of 
last year.
V al J uI i en shut  out  
Bridgeport on three base hits, 
striking out four and setting 
them down in order four times 
(including a three pitch, three 
out inning).
M S C ’ s d e f e n s e  w a s 
excellent, with the Squaws
playing errorless ball. Catcher 
Toni  Z iccard i made an 
outstanding play to rob 
Bridgeport of a bunt single. 
Shortstop Robin Krause also 
returned to her top defensive 
form, making three great plays 
guaranteed to lower Bridge­
port batting averages.
The Squaws jumped out ro a 
3-0 lead in the first inning with 
three unearned runs. 
Popadaniec hit a one out 
grounder to short, but the 
shortstop dropped the ball. 
Bonnie O ’Connor slashed a hit 
past second base, and one our 
later Tori DcTuca smashed a 
single to right field that the 
fielder couldn’t handle, and 
cleared the bases forthosethrec 
unearned runs.
Popada nice added another run 
in the third with a solo home 
run to left center, and Joanne 
VVorbetz. drove in the last run 
with a sacrifice fly in the fifth.
Let’s hope that Tuesday’s 
victory against Bridgeport 
turns the season around for the 
Squaws.
Seventh Inning Stretch:
Both of the losses to Delaware 
were caused by final inning 
e rro rs ...Ju lie n ’s Bridgeport 
victory was her first of the 
se a so n ...G u d e w ic z ’s wins 
w e r e  b o t h  s h u t o u t s . . .  
O ’Connor made an excellent 
running, diving catch of a foul 
ball on the thi rd base 
side...Bridgeporr's centcrficld- 
er ro tilled Julien of an extra- 
base hit in the second 
inning...F ven the umpires were 
raking about Julien’s three 
pitch inning.
In one of M SC 's better 
games, the Squaws' Val 
Julien shut out Bridgeport 
in a three hit effort last 
Tuesday.
Squaws' slump continues
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Rutgers nips MSC in OT, 9-8
Strong second 
half paces 
Lady Knights
by Mike Pucciarelli
The women’s lacrosse team 
lost their home opener last 
T h u r s d a y  t o  R u t g e r s  
University (Rutgers) when 
Lori Larsen o i Rutgers scored 
unassisted from five yards out 
with 15 seconds into the third 
overtime period, to edge MSC, 
9-8.
With 1:15 remaining in the 
second half and the game tied at
7 - 7, Rosalyn .Goldschmidt, 
who scored all eight o f M SC ’s 
goals, had a chance to put the 
Squaws in the lead, hut her 
unassisted shot from just 
outside the crease was wide of 
the goal. The game went into 
the two, three minute overtime 
periods and a sudden death 
overtime period tied at seven.
Sixteen seconds into the first 
o v e r t i m e  pe r i od C a t h y  
Williams scored for Rutgers 
when she was able to get herself 
open and take a shot front eight 
yards out to put Rutgers ahead,
8 -  7. Goldschmidt tied the 
score 1:15 later when she 
scored off a Rutgers penalty 
and pur a low shot unassisted
past a surprised Rutgers 
goalkeeper.
1 he second overtime period 
was scoreless, hut Rutgers kept 
the Squaws’ defense busy tne 
en t i r e p er i o d t a k i n g s ev en s ho r s 
on goal. Excellent play hv 
M SC ’s defensive backs and 
three key saves by goalkeeper 
Alisa Ramicrz turned back 
Rutgers as they had in the first 
half of the game.
M SC surprised a confident 
Rutgers team, taking the early 
lead, 2-0, in the first two 
m i n u t e s  o f  t h e  ga me .  
Goldschmidt scored both of 
these goals unassisted from 
close range. Rutgers pulled 
within one goal, but with the 
score 4-3 Goldschmidt scored 
and scored once again with 43 
seconds remaining in the half to 
give the Squaws a three goal 
lead at the naif.
The second half was an 
ent i rely d ifferen t game.  
Rutgers cameout looking like a 
new ream. The crisp passing 
and quick shooting ability of 
their offense enabled them to
• ——  H
M SC's Lee Ann Miller jabs her stick into the throat of a Rutgers player in an attem pt to jar 
the ball from her stick. A whistle was blown, however, and a foul was called.
dominate play the entire half. 
G o l d s c h m i d t ,  who was 
doubled team the second half, 
was only able to get four shots 
off and scored only once in 
regulation play. With 7:53 
remaining she was able to find 
day light and get a shot off 
from eight yards our for the 
goal.
A l t h o u g h  M S C  w a s
outplayed the second half 
Coach Jan Biber was pleased 
with the team’s play. “We 
played an excellent game, but 
lost out in the end due to our 
lack of experience.” The coach 
also commented, “ Rutgers was 
very surprised with our quality 
of play in the beginning of the 
game, but by the second half 
they started playing their style 
of lacrosse.”
I he Squaws’ defense played 
outstandingly and although 
ourscorcd in the second half,
enabled M SC to stay in the 
game. Ramicrz chalked up 15 
saves and played exceptionally 
well in the overtime periods.
The Squaws’ next home 
game will be on Saturday, 
April 18 at 11 am on Sprague 
Field.
Goldschmidt: MSC's scoring machine
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Rosalyn Goldschmidt rifles one of her eight goals past 
Rutgers' goalie last Thursday at Sprague Field.
by Mike Pucciarelli
Rosalyn Goldschmidt had 
only been plating women’s 
lacrosse two years, when she 
led the team last season with 38 
goals. This year, the senior 
From Turnersville, X J will 
have the chance to prove that 
last season’s performance was 
only a prelude to 1981.
Goldschmidt came to MSC 
from G lou cester County 
Community College, where 
she plated basketball and 
tennis. Her first semester at 
MSC she plat ed field hockey, 
bur did not plat this year for 
personal reasons. Goldschmidt 
started p l a t i ng  w o m e n ’s 
lacrosse the first year it was a 
club sport at MSC! “ I was 
down at Panzer Gym and 
noticed a few gut s playing and 
it looked interesting, so I 
decided to give it a try,” she 
sa ill.
The fundamentals of the 
game at first were not easy for 
Goldschmidt to learn. “ It was 
really hard to get used to 
playing the game and also 
understanding the concept of 
w o m e n ’s l a c r o s s e , ” she 
explained, “Coach Jan Biber 
t aught  me and mos t l y  
everyone else that first year the 
fundamentals and concepts of 
the game."
Gol ds chmi dt ,  a senior 
commercial recreation major, 
likes women’s lacrosse because 
of the skill, finesse and physical 
stamina required to play the 
game. Women’s lacrosse is a 
noncontact sport, unlike men’s 
lacrosse which can have just as 
much contact as ice hockey.
In men’s lacrosse each ream is 
allowed eight men on the field 
and there are boundary lines. 
Women’s lacrosse, on the other 
hand, plays with 12 w omen on 
each team and a field which has 
no boundary requirements. 
“ Many people think men’s and 
women’s lacrosse are the same 
sport, but in reality the only 
similarity is that we use the 
same ball.” She thoughtfully 
added, “ Thar doesn’t mean 
that one is better than the 
other."
The offensive position she 
plays, first home, is the 
position closest to the goal 
cage. This position allows 
Goldschmidt to play around 
the crease, an 8 foot circle 
around each goal, w hich only 
the goalkeeper is allowed in. 
This enables her to call many 
of the plays.
“ 1 love calling a play that 
turns into a well executed one,” 
Goldschmidt proudly said.
Although she was the leading 
scorer last season, Gold- 
s e h m i d t a l s o  r e c e i v e  s 
gratification from assisting on a 
goal. “Scoring is nice, but 
assisting someone else on a goal 
is even nicer," she noted.
The Squaws this t ear will 
add four tough games to their 
schedule, which ( ¡oldschmidt 
is l o o k i n g  fo r w a r d .t o . 
“ Playing teams like Connecti­
cut College, kutztown, and 
Glass boro State College will 
give us a chance to see how we 
e a n d o a g a i n s t  g o o d
competition,” she said.
Goldschmidt likes the way 
the team looks so far this year, 
“ Lvcryone on the team has 
really been working hard, 
especially the defense which is 
important because they will 
play a big factor this season, 
she added.
When Goldschmidt gradu­
ates this year from MSC! she 
would like to continue her 
interest in sports by working 
for a company that organizes 
sporting events. She has come a 
long way from two years ago 
when she only scored two 
goals. This being her last 
season playing for the Squaw s, 
should be her best since coining 
to MSC.
